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THE GAj/lPAIGM IN CRETE

SEGTIOW I

PESPAmTIOES FOR THE ATTACK

The history of the R,A.F. in the Cretan campaign was

primarily negative - the story of the disaster of its absence,

the campaign, is of the first importance in the history of

aerial warfare in general, providing as it does the first

large example of a successful airborne invasion over sea by a

But

(1)
Power which did not possess command of the sea.

The Arrival of the British Garrison

In the early months of 1940 the French had been developing

plans for the occupation of Crete if Italy shoifld come into

Proposed Occup

ation of Crete

With the French collapse these plans fell by theand Milos. D,0. the war.

Ops. I. 3.5.40. Vifhen Italy attacked Greece the Greek Government,wayside.

afraid to offend the Germans, vra.s not. prepared to allow

British troops to land on the Greek mainland, but it allowed

troops to land in Crete in order to protect the naval

re-fuelling base at Suda Bay, the use of which was required by

the Navy for its task of protecting, the Aegean waters. The

first British troops, therefore, landed in Crete early in

November 1940. This force then consisted of a Brigade

Group, less 2 battalions, under Brigadier Tidbury.

little prospect of a serious attack On Crete so long as the

Greek army was able to hold the Italians on the mainland.

There was

although between November and Ifey there were a number of air

raids both on Suda Bay and on Heraklion, but in these first

weeks it was not yet known v/hether the Greeks would be able

to hold the Italians at all. Brigadier Tidbury therefore.

preparing for the worst, ordered intensive digging-in so as to

enable the garrison to defend itself against airborne attacks

on Heraklion, Retimo or Canea.

/In

(1). The island of Oesel in the Baltic was captured by the

Germans from the Russians by troops landed by aeroplane

in October 1917 hut there was no Russian resistance and
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In the middle of November the Greek Commander-in-Chief

Report of Inter-insisted on the transfer of the greater part of the Cretan

divisions to the mainland to take part in the campaign there. Services Gom-

In consequence of this, the Commander-in-Ghief, Middle East,

decided to increase the British ga.rrison in Crete to a division

mittee on Crete

p. 2.

and to increase the anti-aircraft defences in proportion.

Air Dispositions in Crete Before the Conquest of Greece

During these months no Royal Air Force operation^ units

- The Fleet Air Armwere permanently stationed in Crete,

maintained a Fighter Squadron, No. 805, of reduced strength,

consisting of Fulmars, Gladiators and-Brewsters, at Malerae.

The Royal AirThe Brewsters were flown only in emergency.

Force used Suda Bay as an advanced base for the flying boats

of No, 230 Squadron, based at Alexandria, In December 1940,

No, 252 A,M,E,S. was established at Maleme as part of the

This Station fed information . to thedefence system of Suda Bay.

gun operations room at Canea, which was developed as an

There vras an efficient Greek Observeroperations centre,

system v/hich gave information by telephone to the operations

Another A.M.E.S, Station, No.220, was beingcentre at Canea.

prepared throughout these months at Heraklion.

there was a passing proposal, which came to nothing, to station

In February

A.O.G/9

I6ANo.73 Hurricane Squadron at Ijialeme v/ith minimum maintenance

It was reported to the Inter- 15. 2.41crews and minimum transport.

Branch Conference at Cairo (to whom all problems of equipment

and defence in the Middle East were submitted) on April 10th

that there was a proposal to station No., 203 Squadron of Blenheim

IVs from Aden at Maleme in order to attack Scarpanto and Rhodes

Experience has shown” reported a brief

appreciation on the air situation on March 6th, 1941,

Fleet anchorage and the aerodromes at Crete are extremely

air bases.

that the

A.0.C/14It had been intendedvulnerable to attack from the air.

to detach a half squadron of fighters from Libya to provide

The changed situation in Libya madefighter defence of Crete.

6a

it necessary to cancel that move and there is no immediate
/'pros'pe cd
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prospect of providing fighters in Crete". In general,

the Royal Air Force in Crete was almost entirely concerned with

administrative problems, such as the improvement and

construction of airfields and the building-up of^petrol, bomb

and ammunition dumps.

Operations Officers.

(Meteorological) attached to the Fleet Air Arm acted as

Controllers at Suda Bay.

There were no E.A.F. Controllers or

One liar rant Officer and one'Lieutenant

The Senior Air Force Officer in

Crete was only a Flight Lieutenant, Flight Lieutenant Williams,

(2)and a report of the Inter-.Services Committee complains that

his duties were ill-defined and instructions issued to him

inadequate".

Airfield Preparation

During these months the facilities at Heraklion airfield

were improved, and additional airfields were being constructed

DO/AML/IO at IVIaleme, Retimo, Pediada-Kastelli, Massara Plain and

Kassamos-Kastelli, but owing to shortage of equipment work was

s low. The Minutes of the Special Conference on the Movements

of Forces to Greece, held at'Headquarters, Middle East on

November 5th, 1940, and presided over by Air Vice-Marshal

M.E., record "Crete - policy - to make this intoMaund, A.O.A• >

fortress" but add the rider "S.A.S.O. said tha.t this could be

considered of secondarj:" importance at present". On March 11th

it was reported to the Inter-Branch Conference

resume of his report of his visit to Crete. H

C.E. gave a

e said that the

main runway at Heraklion is in use and the other will be

Retimo is about 80 per cent complete.finished in a month.

There is no p/ossibility of any other runway being constructed

Maleme is progressing satisfactorily and they

/ are

on this site.

(2) The Inter-Services Committee,consisting of Brigadier

vSalisbury Jones, Commander Wauchope R.N., Wing Commander

Huddlestone and Lieut. Colonel Bastin, was set up in

Cairo in June 19A1 to enquire into the lessons of the

Cretan Campaign and reported on July 2nd, 194-1.
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are actually operating on it though it is still only 70 per

Arrangements have also been made for thecent complete,

construction of camp buildings for two disembarked Squadrons of

but C.E. wished to know if this aerodromethe Fleet Air. Arm,

would be used exclusively, for the Fleet Air Arm as there is

Answer is - for thenot eno\igh accommodation for others.

The G'^mp site at Heraklion is getting on very v/ell

in regard to

present.,

and C.B. spoke to G-roup Captain Spackman

in this camp,

Pediada (south-east of Heraklion) is a very good

(3)

(4)
S.A.S.O. to informaccommodating Z Wing

Halliday.(5)

V/ork on this aerodromesite but the road approach is poor.

cannot, be atarted until Maleme is finished and v/ill have to

Should another aerodrome be requiredinclude v/ork on the road.

C. F. recommended Massara Plain which, in his opinion, is the best

site on the island, but it will take at least six months to

build an aerodrome there.

Condition of Airfields in March, 194-1.

Thus, by the time the battle of Crete began only  a landing

(6)̂  and an airfield for fighters at Maleme andstrip at Re time.

one for all aircraft at Heraklion were completed. The landing

gromd at Pediada-Kastelli was operationally complete but it was

not in use, as the &.O.C., Crete, decided that he was not able to

As it had been reported to the

Inter-Branch Committee on April 10th that it would not be fully

provide protection for it.

ready till July 2nd no preparations had been made for its defence.

/It

(3) Group Captain Spackman, .D.F. G. A.O.C. Z Yfing, March, 1941.

(4) Z V/ing - the force detailed to attack the Dodecanese

from Heraklion in operation Mandible.

(5) Squadron Leader Halliday, Senior Administrative Officer

Z Wing.

(6) Rethno, though it was primarily only a landing strip, had

cover for a small number of aircraft at an adjoining

olive .grove.
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It was, therefore, obstructed by digging trenches across it

No satellite airfieldsand piling earth betvreen the trenches.

No aircraft pens had been constructed

At Heraklion the petrol dump was put

"All useless ground on aerodromes"

had been constructed.

(7)
except at Heraklion.

outside the perimeter,

reported Group Captain Beamish in his Despatch "was blocked by

Page 6

barrels filled with earth". Brigadier Chappell, who becameReport of Inter-

(8) after-Commander of British Forces in Crete in March 1941,

wards complained that ha.d the whole airfield at Heraklion been

built a thousand yards to the south-vrest its military defence

Services

Committee

page 44

would have been verj^ much easier.

The German Attack on Greece

With the German attack on Greece a new situation arose.

It was, from the first, probable that it would be only a matter

of time before the Allies were expelled from the Greek

mainland, and in a very few v/eeks it was clear that Crete's

first task would be to receive the evacuated troops. At the

beginning of April Suda Bajr was transformed from  a re-fuelling

This greatly increased the importancebase to a Fleet base.Wave11 Middle

of its defences and it was decided to send there the MobileEast Despatch

Naval Defence Organisation which had recently arrived in the

Towards the end of April Major-General VestonMiddle East.

Pt. III. Sect. 53

coranaanding M.N.B.D.O. was, therefore, sent out by Field Marshal

Wavell to make a. report on the military sitimtion. He saw

that with the. success of the German offensive in Greece it was

/now

(7) The pens at Maleme v?ere constructed by Group Captain

Beamish only in the days immediately before the invasion.

(8) The British Forces had seven Coiunanders dirring the seven

They were: -months of our occupation.

November 1940 - January 9th 1941
January 9th - February 7th
February 7th - February 19th
February 19th - Ivlarch 19th

Iferch 20th - April 22nd
April 22nd - April 30th
April 30th - Ifey 30 th

Brigadier Tidbury
Maj.-Gen. Gambier Parry
Lt. -Col, Mather

Brigadier Galloway
Brigadier Chappell
Maj.-Gen. Weston

Maj.-Gen. Freyberg
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now no longer merely a question of defending the Fleet Ease

against a raid but rather of a total defence of the island Dodecanese

against invasion. The enemy might attack at either or both ends D.O. Ops.

of the island, or at Retirao in the centre. In the middle of 21, 41«

April reports began to come through of Italian concentrations.in

the Dodecanese for an attack on Crete. Major-G-eneral ¥eston

proposed to station an Infantry Brigade at the western end of

the island and another Infantry Brigade in the centre. The ̂

defence of the eastern end of the island was to be entrusted to

Greek troops,

scale operational airfields for both bombers and fighters,

reported "Forces at my disposal are totally inadequate to meet

The forces here can, and will, fight

but without full (?) support from Navy and Air Force (?) cannot

He also advocated the construction of full-

He

attack envisaged, C.O.S.Signals

1. 5. 41

hope to repel invasion. He v/as told in reply "Air support is

difficult. ¥e are going through very lean period as regards

fighter aircraft but every effort is being made from home to Ibid

reinforce as early as possible". Towards the end of the month

he was told by Field Marshal Yfaveil to expect 25,000 evacuees

from Greece and to arrange reception areas for them - first, east

of Suda Bay; secondly, in Canea; and thirdly, nine miles v/est

of Canea.

A.O.C. in C/

2. 6?A

On April 15th C.A.S. suggested to Air Chief Marshal Longmore

to "put part of Blenheim forces in Crete" as "a more central

Air Chief f/larshal Longraorestation than Mersa Matruh.

A.O.C. in C/

2. 69A

rejected the suggestion becaiise of the inadequate airfield

facilities.

Group Captain Beamish's Appointment

On April 17th Group Captain Beamish took over the duties

He established his'

headquarters in Canea and, from the first, set about establishing

relations of co-operation and confidence with the Amiy Commanders,

but his headquarters and operations rooms staff were drawn from

evacuees from Greece who had little or no experience of the vrork

The first task was that

of Senior Air Force Officer in Crete,

which they were now called on to do.

/of/
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of protecting evacuating convoys from Greece and the forwarding

of E.A. P. personnel on from Crete to Egypt.

Squadron of Sunderlands from Suda Bay under Wing Commander

Francis and bomber transport aircraft .from Heraklion were used

Convoys were protected near the Greek coast

No.230

in these tasks,

by Blenheims, operating in flights of six at late evening and

early morning, and V fighters during disembarkation at Suda ^

No.30 Squadron with fourteen Blenheim I’s, six to eightBay.

of which were serviceable,, was established at kialeme on

l8th and remnants of Nos. 33, 80 and 112 Squadrons arrived

Nos.33 and 80

April

in Crete be'tween April ,22nd and April 2Ath.

Squadrons had between them six serviceable Hurricanes.

No.112 had fourteen Gladiators, of which about six were

Protection was provided by these aircraft which

Blenheim IV's of

s erviceable.

had escaped from Greece, and also by nine

No.203 Squadron from Egypt, now stationed at Heraklion, which

had been sent there for the purpose of, attacking Rhodes and

The evacijation of Greece was completed byScarpanto.

. April 29th, and personnel were being taken on to Egypt by

transport and Sunderlands from the, 23rd onwards.Bomber
A

large contingent left by sea on April 29th.

Evacuated R.A.P, personnel were accommodated in a well-

This camp v/as kept open until the

final evacuation of R.A.P. personnel on May 9th.

concealed transit camp.

April 2Ath Air Chief Marshal Longmore expressed the

there should be reasonable chance of keeping

On
A. 0. C,

opinion that

Suda Bay usable by Navy by one Hurricane Squadron with 100

per cent reserve pilots and replacement rate 100 per cent per

Pt. I. 2A

Excellent scope for dispersal and concealment

if Greek Government resign themselves to

month,

vicinity of Canea

certain discomfort.

Heraklion not really safe and I have told G.O.G., Crete,

whether possible to keep Hurricane Squadron up to

/strength

Present location of King east of

Question is
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strength against heavy wastage, in addition to Libyan

In meantime Nos. 30 and 203 Blenheim Fightercornmitments.

Squadrons and No.112 Gladiator Squadron are doing their best

from Maleme and Heraklion to provide more degree of air

protection to ships coming from Greece and to Crete itself."

Air Establishment in Early May

On April 30th and May 1st, since there Y/as little further

convoy work to be done and since the Blenheims v/ould be useless

against enemy fighters v/hich were now, of course, strong in the

This left inAegean, No, 203 Squadron returned to Egypt.

Crete Nos, 30, 33 and 80 Squadrons and No,805 Fleet Air Arm

No.30 Squadron hadat Maleme and No. 112 at Heraklion.

twelve aircraft at full strength but had lost its specialist

It was reported to the Inter-Branch Conference onpersonnel.

a wasting asset but is to continue as longMay 3nd that it was

Nos. 33 and 80 v/ere skeleton units Virith sixas possible".

aircraft which had been combined to forin a Hurricane unit.

No.80 had very few personnel, and No.33 was at about half Inter-

strength. No. 33 was "to be built up v/ith Hurricanes to Branch

No. 112 had a small maintenance partynonml establishment". Conference

No.805 had fullonly to operate its tYvelve Gladiators. May 3nd

squadron strength but only six aircraft,

strength of these squadrons in aircraft Yvas 36, but only half

The serviceable aircraft throughout the

Thus the combined

were serviceable.

Cretan fighting were only kept so by robbing the unserviceable.

Nos.252 and 220 A.M.B.3. were at full strength in personnel.

There were also five Greek Avro 626s and one Avro 621, and

some 800 odd Royal Hellenic Air Force personnel, including

157 pilots, at Maleme. The other six Greek aircraft which had

survived, five Ansons and a Domier, were at Alexandria.

/During
• V

G. 55,286.
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During these weeks a Vfireless Station had keen

A.0.C./9 established at Canea to supplement the Wireless Station at

Heraklion which was unsatisfactory as a D/F site owing to the13A.

Work on aerodromes ¥vas postponed and11.2.41 surrounding hills.

that on defence posts-at Maleme and Heraklion was pushedInter-

f orv/ard. Additional personnel from Greece were taken overBranch

and the personnel which had been assigned to Z Wing, detailedConference

to the attack on the Dodecanese, vrere kept at Heraklion,May 3rd

v/hence it had been intended to launch their attack, and

attached to the Cretan Defence Force.

On April 28th General Wilson reached Crete from Greece,Inter-

and a*t once reported that it would not be difficult for theServices

enemy to launch a seaborne attack on Crete. So long as theCommittee

on Crete enemy possessed command of the air it would be difficult for

the Navy to stop him from landing or to bring reinforcementsPage 8

Our one chance v/as, General Wilson argued,to the defenders.

to hold the three serviceable airfields at all costs. A

minimum force of tlxree Brigo-de groups, each of four Battalions,C.O.S.Signals

98 9/5/41 and air and anti-aircraft support for vital points was

essential. The Cliiafs of Staff replied with the instructionC.O.S.Signals

101 10/5/41 that "the island must at all costs be denied to the enemy

but tha.t no air reinforcements would be available for some

time".

Appointment of Ma,1 or-General Freyberg

On that same da3^, April 28th Major-General Freyberg was

appointed by Field Marshal Wave11 Commander-in-Ghief of the

Wave11 Middle

East Despatch

He was warned that a GermanBritish Forces in Crete.3. Section 52

airborne attack virith three or four thousand parachutists in

the first attack vra,s imminent, and on April 30th was

to deny to the enemy the use ofinstructed that his task was

air bases in Crete". He replied that his forces were not

His forces, such as hesufficient to repel such a.n attack.

had, were ill-equipped and in particular, he asked for more

/ fighter

,55,286,'.T
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If such were not available, he asked thatfighter aircraft,

the decision to hold Crete be reconsidered.
(9) The Commander-

in-Chief replied that every effort was being made to get

fighter reinforcements from England, but in the meantime

General Freyberg must do the best that he could,

obvious that, with his forces such as they were,

If he dispersed his forces with the

hope of preventing landings anywhere, then, as was proved at

Maleme, he had not sufficient to defend the airfields,

concentrated them solely on the airfields, then, as was proved

at Heraklion, there was nothing to prevent the enemy landing

elsewhere sufficient forces to give him an overwhelming

Yet it was

he was left

in a hopeless dilemma.

If he

superiority for an attack at his leisure.

Commanders-in-Chief’s Appreciation

On the 3rd lVlay the Chiefs of Staff asked the Comraanders-

an appreciation of the defence of Crete in

relation to the situation in the Middle East as a whole, in

in-Chief for

the follov/ing alternative oases:-

(a) Crete to be used as a fuelliug base, etc,

(b) Crete to be denied to the enemy."

G.O.S.

Signals

No. 87

The Commanders-in-Chief replied on the 5th May -

/"(a)

Group/Opt.(9) Group Captain Beamish says "The G.O.C.-in-C. had every

confidence in the ability of the land forces to hold these

This is in contradiction of the evidenceaerodromes".

Beamish

Despatch

page 6

Page 8

of the Inter-Services Coimittee on General Preyberg's

It is true that after a tour of the islandopinion.

General Preyberg felt somewhat less pessimistic and Inter-Services

Committeetold Field Marshal Wavell that "at least the defenders

would give a good account of themselves" and that he

"hoped" that "Crete would be held". Wavell Middle

East Despatch

Part III

Sect. 59-
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(a) Enemy has ampleIfein threat comes from air^

0<<

strength and operational facilities in the Med.

and Balkan areas to maintain, very heavy scale

air attack on Crete, at same time continuing

operations in strength against Malta, Cyrenaica,

In view of heavy recent fighter losses

Greece and Gyrenaica, new commitments Iraq, need

Egypt.

maintain strong air defence main base area Egypt,

and to watch the Syrian situation. Adequate

degree fighter protection Crete impracticable until

fiirther reinforcements arrive and during this period

use Naval and Air bases, Crete liable to serious

Heavy casualty’- rate aircraft Crete

Landing enemy airborne division and of

seaborne division up to one division supported by

heavy air attack is possibility we are prei»-.ring to

Estimated minimum land garrison three

interruption.

inevitable:.

counter.

Present garrison oneInfantry Brigade groups.

British Infantry Brigade and equivalent tvro New

Zealand and one Australian Infantry Brigades ex

Gree,ce immobile ,and with low-sca,le,L.M.Gs.

Propose evenbially relieve Anzacs by British

formations. , Equipment being despatched Crete

includes four 3.7 howitzers, and number ,75 mm guns.

plus eighteen light and six infantry tanks,

eventually, Greek troops,' of whom 11,000 in island,

may relieve position British garrison but minimum

three months required for re-equipment and training.

Anti-aircraft defences will require eventually

Hope

three heavy and two light batteries addition to present

sixteen heavy, thirty-six light guns and M.N.B.D.0.

Anti-aircraft cannot at present be diverted from other

Consider reasonable chance Sudavital requirements.

Bay being sufficiently usable by November with one

/S quadr on
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Squadron Hurricanes with lOO per cent reserve pilots

and replacement rate aircraft 100 per cent per month,

hut if enemy really concentrated on problem seems

little doubt harbour could be rendered untenable.

Allocation fighters Crete from expected early,

reinforcements v/ill, of course,' depend situation

Gyrenaica, Egypt, Iraq, Syria. In meantime present

air garrison for defence purposes is one Fighter

Squadron Gladiators, a few Hurricanes and Fleet Air

Arm Fighters.

(t) Threats and, land defence generally as for (a).

Provision frill fighter protection.vrith its

inevitable heavy losses would not be justified

holding policy alone but on political grounds it

may be advisable to retain some fighters on island.

General Situation in the Middle East

on C.O.S.Signals

No. 87

The general situation in the Middle East r-vas, at that

time, a very grave one. After our defeat in Greece Field

Marshal Y/avell found himself -with the threat of five

campaigns on his hands - Crete, the Western Desert, Iraq,

Syria and Abyssinia. His resources for meeting all these

threatened campaigns were most inadequate, and, important

as all of them were, it vra.s the threat in' the ‘Western Desert

which had the' priority,

had to do the best they could rather than the absolute best,

and both Field Marshal Wavell and ever3;' other responsible

officer well knew that troops v/ho had just been through the

Greek campaign were not in condition to fight a second

campaign immediately in Crete, but, with the na-va.1 and

military situations as they vrere, there y^sls no alternative

if that campaign was to be fought at all.

As all v/ere pull avirare, commanders

/Military

G. 55,286.
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Military Forces.-in Crete

The military forces on the island consisted at that time

of a British Brigade, an Australian Brigade and tv/o New

There were also three Greek BattalionsZealand Brigades.

and various other miscellaneous troops, making a total

of approximately 28,600.

dispose his troops into four self-contained sectors as under:-

Heraklion. Commander - Brigadier Gha.ppell,

Commanding 14-th Infantry Brigade

General Preyberg's plan was to

2nd Black Vfatch

2nd Yorks and Lancs

300 of 1 Australian Battalion

250 of 7 Medium Regiment R.A., armed as

infantry

Three Greek battalions.

Commander - Brigadier Vasey,Retimp.

Commanding 19th Australian Brigade

Two Australian and three Greek battalions

holding the aerodrome

Two ba.tt?-lions at .Georgopqulis

One battalion area Stylos

Some Greek troops and police at Retimo.

Suda Bay. Comimnder - Major-General Tfeston,

Commanding Suda Bay Sector

Northumberland Hussars (100 rifles)

106 R.H.A, (improvised rifle battalion)

1st Rangers (400 rifles)

700 rifles Perivolia Transit Gamp

(known as "Royal Perivolians" composed of

details of various British units)

l6 and 17 Infantry Brigades (very weak)

Two Greek battalions

Personnel of base installations, etc.

/Maleme.
G. 55,286.
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Coirraander - Brigadier Puttick,Male me.

Goinmanding New Zealand Division

4 Nev/ Zealand Brigade in area 3 miles west

of Ganea

5 New Xealand Brigade in area Maleme

Three Greek Battalions.

There were anti-aircraft defences round Suda Bay and at

The Field artillery consisted ofMaleme and Heraklion.

captured Italian guns intended for static defence only,

infantry tanks had Been provided for each of the aerodromes

Two

at Heraklion, Retimo and Maleme and three additional 'I

The single means oftanks were also sent to the island.

land communication Between the va.rious sectors was the road

Y/hich ran along the north coast of the island and v;as

obviously likely to Be a target for enemy air attack. The

shortage of transport in any case prevented the possibility

of large scale reinforcements from one part of the island to Yfevell Middle

Each of the three main groups at Hera.klion, atanother. East Despatch

Retirao, and in the Suda Bay - Maleme a.rea had to fight as a Part III

The general scheme of defence vwis the same

at each - to prevent enemy landings on the aerodromes and

landings (if-hether airborne or seaborne) at the beaches."

separate force. Sect. 57

The New Zealanders, the Australians and others were

.evacuees from the Greek campaign and had reached Crete

Indeed their equipment wa.s soalmost without equipments,

short that to begin with they had to use steel helmets for

Their morale had naturally beendigging for lack of spades.

badly shaken by their experience in Greece., as had that of the

It V7S.S not possible, as Field Marsha.lR.A.F, personnel. Wavell Middle

Wavell had intended, to withdraw them and substitute fresh

troops, as the hands of the Navy were fully occupied in

escorting the convoy YYhich vra.s bringing to Egypt those

East Despatch

Part III

Sect. 52

reinforcements Yvithout which our position in the Western

As for the Air Force, theDesert could not have been held.

/A.O.C.
"’35,c: r
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A.O.C.-in-G, Middle East had informed Group Captain-

Beamish on April ,24th that he proposed to keep one Blenheim

squadron for convoy duties at Suda Bay, to build up a fighter

squadron there, and to station another fighter squa.dron at

Heraklion.

Report of the

Inte r-Services

Conmittee on

Crete page 10

Ground Airfield Defences

At Heraklion 10 Bofors guns (six static and four mobile) .

were placed round the airfield vdiich v^is about three miles to

the east of the tovm.. Two sections, each of two field guns,

were posted to the south and south-v/est of the airfield to

the airfield and the harbour.

cove

Two companies of the Black Fate

r

h

with one platoon and a section of carriers dug in were posted to

the close defence of the aerodrome,

concealed nea.rby.

near the airfield.

Two '!• tanks were

The remainder of the Black Watch was posted

Nine 100 mm and four 75 mm ,guns, together

v/ith six light tanks, were placed to the south-west of the

I

airfieId. The rest of the brigade, occupied an airea facing

outwards about 2,000 yards from the airfield. The defence of

the town v/as entrusted to .Greek troops.

At Eetimo two Australian battalions and tvro Greek

battalions were entrusted v/ith the defence of the -tovm and

airfield. There vrere no anti-aircraft guns there. Anti

aircraft defence Y»as limited, to ma.chine guns provided by .the

land garrison. The other two Australian Brigades were

detailed to Georgopoulis beaches against possible enemy

landings.

The troops at Suda Bay. were posted to protect the harbour

and base installations at Canea.

At Maleme the 5th NevY Zealand Brigade was posted to defend the

airfield and beaches v/ith one 3 in. gun section.

Brigade were stationed further along the coast at Galatos to be

kept as a mobile reserve.

Communications were always -unsatisfactory,

linked with H. Q. , R. A.P. Canea by Yl/T and by one overhead telephone

line through G.O.R. Canea, which was easily put out of action by
the Gf;rmen;

There was no airfield there.

The 4th '

Airfields were

soon as they .stt-e03
G. 55 or
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Report of Director of Overseas Operations

On May 2nd the Director of Overseas Operations reported to

C.A.S. on the requirements if Crete was to he held. Total

Proposed

occupation

Army A,A, defence consists of eight heavy and twelve light A.A. of Crete and

R.D.P. sets, giving range of approximately 50 miles, are

As from the A.A. point of

view Crete is exposed in exactly the same way as Malta, we must

first huild up our light A.A. defences to the very maximum degree

possible on the two aerodromes so that we can operate fighters

without undue loss on the ground.

guns.

installed at Heraklion and Maleme.

With the short range R.D.P.

Milos G. 6

available the Hurricane, as at Malta, v/ould not be able to get

sufficient height before high flying bombers and fighters are in

a position to attack. Fighters alone ■'(Vill not, therefore, be

entirely effective and the A.A, gun requirement is very similar

to that of Malta. Malta has, at the moment, 52 serviceable

Hurricanes for the t\7o Squadrons and 94 heavy and tv?o light

Arriving in a few days are ten heavy and eightA.A. guns.

light guns.

Arriving in five weeks are eight heavy and twelve

light guns, also 50 IJ.P. at a date not yet knovm.

from a recent return that R.A.P, Middle East have 625 ground

Lewis guns in stock.

We knov/

My immediate proposals for increasing

the A.A. defences of Crete would be -

(i) As we cannot further denude Egypt or the Western

Desert despatch 50 non-tropicalised Hurricanes from

Malta to Crete.

(ii) Divert to Crete eighteen heavy and tv/enty light A.A.

guns en route to Malta, and also possibly send further

heavy and light A.A. guns from Malta to Crete.

Increase the R.A.P. ground defences at each aerodrome

by loo guns from stocks in the Middle East.

Build up 80 and 112 Squadrons with Hurricanes as soon

as the Hurricane position in Middle East permits.

Blenheim IVs, which will not be of much use in defence

of Crete, could then be withdrawn.

(iii)

• (iv)
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/ilthough it may be possible to get more than two fighter

squadrons on to the tviTo existing aerodromes, losses on the ground

Better results would be achieved by' would inevitably be high,

keeping any fighters which could be made available in Egypt so

that immediate reinforcements can be sent to Crete to replace

losses.

Recall of Air Chief' Marshal Longmore

Air Chief Marshal Longmore v/as reca.lled to EngLand on

May 3rd and did not resume command of the Middle East,

Longmore Middle

East Part 2

Throughout the Cretan campaign Air Marshal Tedder was actingSect. I

A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East.

G.55,286.
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SECTION II

THE PRELIMNARY ATTACK

Prom the beginning of Major-General Preyberg's assumption of

command it became evident that the enemy's air attack was going

to be far heavier than had been foreseen. The rapidity v/ith

which the Germans made operational the Greek airfields in a

matter of three weeks after their occupation of them can only be

described as remarkable, and,.contrasted most strongly with the

length of time which it took us to prepare airfields, whether

in Greece'or Crete. Of course it was now a dry summer, whereas

we had fought in Greece in vret winter, and the Germans were ready

at this date to operate from far less elaborate airfields than we

were, as they were prepared to suffer a far higher rate of

Also, the Germans had abundant

tools and materials (we had next to none) and ruthlessly

conscripted local labour, which we were unwilling to do for

political reasons, and to some extent.were unable to do as all

able-bodied men vrere at the front wuth the army,

grave disadvantages in fighting in an unfriendly country, but

there are also advantages.

The Pirst Attacks

crashes than vre could afford.

There are

Throtighout the v/hole of May, both before and after the

attack, the enemy carried out continued photographic

reconnaissance flights over Kythera Channel, but they met

with losses which were too heavy to be borne.

Beamish suggested that 30 Squadron be kept at Maleme for

convoy protection only.

Group Captai

He signalled to Air Ivlarshal Tedder

n

on May 11th - I consider main requirement Air Porce Crete;

firstly fighter defence Suda Bay area and Heraklion,

secondly sea reconnaissance of possible landing and apprbaoh

of seaborne expedition, thirdly fighter protection for

convoys. S^uggested location. Pour additional Hurricane

aircraft Maleme, making total ten. Pleet Air Arm a.ircraft

Six Hurricanes Heraklion, which I am now into be removed.

/aG. 55,286.
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position to accept immediately for operations after

Consider Hurricanes and

a

maintenance personnel provided,

pilots greater value here now than held as reinforcements in

Tv?enty-four Maryland aircraft at Heraklion for sea

30 Squadron Blenheim I aircraft to he maintained

Y/ould propose if

ircraft to Egypt before enemy attack

Aircraft to be returned to Maleme after attack

On May 7th it was decided to withdraw the

Squadron to Egypt but individual aircraft were to continue

to operate around Crete up till Ifey 15th.

Egypt.

recco.

Maleme for convoy protection only,

possible return these ch.

develops.

defeated".

A.0.C./9

70A

11. 5. U

Air Marshal Tedder's Appreciation

On May 11th Air Marshal Tedder sent G.A.S. a general

appreciation of the whole Middle Eastern situation,

by emphasising the general principles on which our strategy in

the Middle East had to be based, i. e.

"(l) Our prime responsibility is the security of. Lower

That security can

He began

Egypt as an effective base,

A.O.C.-in-C.

20A

only be assured by defeat of the Germans in

Middle Ea,st.

(2) Since the Crerman has superior numbers, both

in material and personnel, it is essential to

avoid dispersal of our forces and that we must

be a.ble to concentrate quickly and powerfully."

In the light of these general considerations he reviewed

On Crete he wrotethe situation in each sphere of operations.

"The method of providing air support for the defence of Crete

against impending attack must depend on the Army plan of

There are atThis being discussed in Crete to-day.defence.

present in Crete six Hurricanes and approximately fourteen very

The former have been useful onold Blenheim Is and Gladiators.

We may be able to stage low-flyingconvoy protection.

Blenheim attack on Scarpanto, but apart from this there appears

/no

G. 55,286.
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no useful role for either type in meeting attack. In viev/ of

need for minimising losses on .the ground my present intention

is maintain tv«ro Hurricane flights in Crete and hold reserve of

aircraft and pilots in Egypt for immediate reinforcement. The

most useful contribution-tov/ards defence of Crete v/ill be

attack on departure aerodromes, and for this maximum strength of

Ivellingtons v/ill be needed. Am vd.thdrawing I'ellingtons from

Iraq for this purpose and increasing Blenheims in Iraq instead.’

Anti-aircraft defence was concentrated in an ■umbrella over Suda

in spite of this the losses of shipping were even heavier

than aircraft. Ships vrere sunk either en route or v/hile

and it was soon clear that the enemy's air attack was

such as to malce^ impossible the planned replenishment of the

unloading,

garrison. The .aircraft carrier- 'Formidable* was temporarily out of

,  - action o-wing to damage and could not be operational again until

May 25th. This loss lef't o'Ur shipping in a desparately unprotected

Our naval vessels, v/ith no adequate physical defence againststate.

air attack .when it came.,, were also inadequately Yearned of its

coming, as.. R..D.F. was useless in Cretan v/aters ovj-ing to land echoes. Inter-

■  Hurried reconnaissances had to be made of the southern beaches of Services

the island to. discover the possibility of landing stores and Committee

reinforcements there. It was reported that landings would have

been practicable, on the beaches from small fast craft had such

on Crete

Page 34

craft been available .but even had the goods been landed, there

Yv'as. only one usable road, that from Tymbaki to Heraklion.

only other southern beach v/ith road communication was Kastelli

The

and its road was unusable ov/ing to enemy action. Freight-

carrying aircraft would ha^/e been invaluable, at least for

night use, but they were not available nor was sufficient

parachute equipment for the dropping of supplies on any large

When ammunition was dropped from the air without

parachute equipiaent.

but tommy-gun ammunition was very badly damaged.

scale.

303 wati found in ser-vriceable condition

Inter-

Ser-vices

Committee

App. "A'

Page 8

/Fighter
G. 55,286.
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Fighter Technique

Our fighter technique at this time was to- maintain fighter

On the plotting of one + enemy aircraft

On the enemy's approach to the

island the aircraft took off and made contact v/ith the

aircraft at readiness.

one aircraft came to standby.

Operations Room on E/T. 50 per cent of the remaining

aircraft were then brought to standby and, if a raid of size

developed, these took off, the remaining 50 per cent then

again in their turn being brought to standby,

though the enemy's air attack was such as to compel our
\

withdrawal from the airfields and yet only tv7o fighters

and one medium bomber vrere lost on the ground, bear their

oTim witness to the intensity of operational activity,

ships -were being unloaded at Suda Bay a constant patrol of

one aircraft from Maleme v/as maintained every day.

The facts

Wh

The

that.

ile

warning system was admirable except for aircraft approaching

A signalling system kept the aircraft informed

if their airfields were still serviceable.

from the south.

Two boards were

laid out in parellel lines if the airfield was serviceable and

across at right angles if it was not. The fighters could

also be kept informed of the state of their airfields by i/t

from G.O.R. Canea and Operations Room Heraklion.

The A.ttack on the Airfields

Prom May l^th onwards the enemy switched his attack from

shipping to airfields. As soon as it was understood how

overvfhelming v^s.s the air power which the enemy was able to bring

to bear, both Group Captain Beamish and Major-General Preyberg

had been very dubious of the wisdom of keeping in Crete

aircraft \/hich must inevitably be overwhelmed by such an

Our fighters during their period of operations had

given a good account of themselves, claiming to have destroyed

attack.

23 and probably destroyed 9 more enemy aircraft and damaged 41,

but there was no pxarpose in keeping aircraft in Crete merely to

meet a certain destruction. It v/as proposed to keep t^ivo flights

of Hurricanes to prevent the enemy from having everything his

/ovmG. 55,286.
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own way but to vathdraw all other aircraft, Y/ith the hope, of

course, of bringing, them back again after the attack had been

beaten off, and to confine our effort t.o attacks on Dodecanese

and .Greek airfields by Fellingtops and Beaufighters operating

from Egyptian, or in one case from Maltese, airfields.

The enemy began vYith spasmodic bombing and occasional

loTY-flying attacks, but these grew in intensity,

on the Cretan airfields ha.d become so devastating by May 19th

that in spite of a reinforcement of ten Hurricanes we had only

three Hurricane and three Gladiator aircraft left fit for

His attack

operations on Heraklion. At Maleme there was only one

Before the vreight of the German attack the

destruction of these aircraft Yvas certain.

v;ere available from Egypt,

decided, that there was no alternative but to fly even the

Hurricanes back to Egypt and to abandon the air defence of the

Air Marshal Tedder reported the decision and his

Hurricane.

No reinforcements

Group Captain Beamish therefore

is land.

A.O.G.-in

C. 31A

accepta.nce , of it in a signal to C.A.S. on May 20th. "

(of the fighting of the 20th) he reported "confused but

appeared well in hand at 1800 hours; You VYill have mi

Situation

litary

On 18th Beamish, v/ho is O.C., R.A.P., anddetails.

Preyberg decided to send out remaining aircraft since they

could do nothing against the scale of attack. I agreed this

ws-s sound and three Hurricanes and four Gladiators flew out

davm 19th. This morning Crete advised that our joint plan to

send two flights Hurricanes from Egypt to operate for limited

period over Crete should be suspended,

'.’.'''ellingtons detailed attack Greek aerodromes tonight in hopes

they will be illuminated making preparations for further

operations tomorrovY.

Porce of fifteen

^feather doubtful and moon waning, so big

results unlikely but every little helps. The long range

/Maryland’

G.55,286.
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Maryland sent recco Athens-Crete'p.m. to-day to assist FleetA.O.C.-in-

against seaborne attack returned safe".C. 50A The Prime Minister

gave his approval to this decision to vdthdraw the aircraft.27. 5. 41

Air Marshal Tedder follovved up his signal T/ith  a further

signal begging for more long range fighters, without whichA.O.C.-in

cur position in the Mediterranean would, he prophesied, beC. 39A

28.5.41 untenable.

The Massara Landing-Strip

A curiously desperate eleventh hour attempt was made to

solve the problem of the provision of more airfields. Air-Beamish

fields had up till then been kept few, because, among otherDespatch

reasons, there were not troops to defend them. On May 19thCrete

a detachment of the Argyll and Sutherlanders wa,s landed atPage 23

Tymbaki, and it was thought that they might provide a defence

force for the Massara Plain. In the hope of providing a

haven for fighter aircraft operating over the island", wrote

Group Captain Beamish "such as long range Hurricanes from

Egypt, it was hoped to develop a landing strip on the Massara

On May 19th (H.Q. , R.A.P. Crete were only informed on

tha.t morning) a party of W.D. and G.D. officers v/as despatched

to find a landing strip virhich could be made usable in a very

Plain.

A landing strip \ms in fact found, which itshort period,

is understood vrould have been ready for use by May 28th, but it

Additionally, it wordd not have beenwas then too late.

possible to provide adequate stocks of material there owing to

the road from Heraklion being blocked.

Attacks on Greek Airfields

In truth, the only contribution apart from reconnaissance

that the R.A.P. could make to the defence of Crete in the

circumstances was that of bombing the airfields from which

the enemy v/as operating. Tliis it did to the best of its

Photographic reconnaissances of Greek airfields on theability.

12th had shown "large concentrations all types of aircraft,

/maximum
G.55,286.
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A.0.C./14

15A 16.5.41

maximum being about 150 at Menidi". Maximum available force

Yfellingtons attacked those aerodromes nights 13/l4th, 14/l5th.

Pilot reports indicate considerable success. This will

continue to maximum possible scale. Unfortunately last night

Also arrange with Malta for Beaufightersweather hopeless.

to attack a.erodromes davm 17th. This was to have been done to-day

but postponed by enemy action Malta Only Maryland with long

range tanks have required range from Western Desert or Malta. I

had five such aircraft to meet strat-recco and Fleet recco.

Three lost in past ten days. Have arranged one recco to

maximum range west of G-reece from Western Desert. Also

short recco of Heraklion from Colorado if practicable. This is

literally all that can be done. Try and improvise long range

defence from Maryland but this cannot give immediate answer. A.O.C.-in-

He was able to report to C.A.S. on May 18th "Beaufighter dawn C. 35A

atta.ck on Greek aerodromes from Malta via Heraklion appears to

have been successful and emphasises value of long range

fighter. ■ Hope have 15 Wellingtons against Greek aerodromes

tonight,

The night operations were all. carried out on moonlit

nights and all the operations were ha.rapered by the difficulties

of the mountainous Greek country, by the long, p’ange and the

small number of aircraft. 42 sorties were made in 17 raids

against aerodromes in Greece during this period. It is

certain some enemy aircraft were destroyed, but no full

evidence of the damage caiised by these raids has ever been

obtained. However great it may have been, there is no

reason at all to think that it even deranged the enemy's

plans.

G. 55,286.
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SECTION III

THE ORGANISATION OF THE GBHJAN ATTACK

Considerable information about the organisation of the

II.J5/1 German attack on Crete has been extracted from captured

It isGerman documents and published by H.Q., R.A.F. M.E.

from those documents that the following account of the Cretan

campaign from the German point of view is mainly derived.

Preparations for the Attack

The preparations for the attack on Crete were already

under-way in the first days of April - that is to say, in the

Many of the air-first days of the German attack on Greece,

landing troops and parachutists were already in Bulgaria in

March and some had taken part in the attack on Greece, but the

glider troops - Flieger division VII - were specially brought

They travelled bydown to the Balkans later in great secrecy.

easy stages from Germany to Salonika and were flovm thence to

Tanagra on May 16. The Ju, 52’s likewise moved down from

Rumania and Bulgaria to ba.ses in Southern Greece  a few days

By the middle of May troops, aircraft,before the operation.

ammunition and stores were all assembled ready for action.

The greatest secrecy had been maintained, particularly

among.the glider troops, who had been forbidden to communicate

Yfith anyone in any way and from whose vehicles and equipment

They had even beenall distinctive markings had been removed.

forbidden to sing their regimental songs for fear of revealing

their identity.

The airfields from which the Germans operated were as

follows - dive-bombers and single-engine fighters from Molaoi in

the'Southern Peloponese, the island of Melos, occupied by the

enemy on May 10, and the Italian Dodecanese island of

Scarpanto - twin-engined fighters from airfields in the Athens

area (Eleusis, Menidi and possibly Hassani) and also from Argos

and Corinth - transport, recco. and bomber aircraft from more

distant airfields.

/Throughout
G.55,286.
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Throughout the first half of May the G-ermans carried

out a most thorough photographic reconnaissance of the

A most detailed photographic mosaic of Retimo wasis land.

discovered in one crashed aircraft, photographs of the Ganea

area in others and there is no doubt that they possessed

similar mosaics of every other part of the island,

accuracy of their knowledge of our dispositions seems proved

by the fact that one Magister on the ground at Maleme and one

The

dummy Blenheim at Heraklion remained untouched through all attacfe

in spite of the many aircraft surrounding them which were
%

Reconnaissance was mainly carried outattacked and destroyed,

by Domier 17’s and 215's, though sometimes by Henschel 126's.

Often four or five of them would be operating over the island

After the withdrawal of our fighters theyon a single day.

flew very low and very slowly.

IVlay 1st to May 20th they also strongly attacked our shipping.

As a result of these attacks out of 27,000 tons of supplies

sent to Crete, 21,000 tons vrere turned back, 3,400 tons v/ere

During these first weeks from

sunk, only 2,700 tons -were delivered.

The glider troops who had arrived at Tanagra on May l6th,

were told on the 17th that Crete was their objective,

days were spent in final preparations - such as the issue of

a phrase-sheet in German and phonetic English, the first

sentence of v/hich ran

Two

If yu lei yu uill bi schott*. At

Qkh5 on the 20th the embarkation began.

Order of Battle XIth Flieger Corps

The attack on Crete was entrusted to the XIth Plieger

Corps v7hose order of battle was -

1 Storm Regiment (Gliders)

7 Plieger Division (Parachutists)

1 Parachute Regt.

2 Parachute Regt.

3 Parachute Regt.

/parachute

G.55,286.
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Birachute M.G. Battalion (3 Companies)

Parachute A.A. Battalion (4 Companies)

Parachute Anti-Tank Battalion (3 Companies)

Parachute Artillery Battery (3 troops)

Parachute Engineer Battalion

Parachute Signals Company

■ Parachute Medical Unit

Parachute Supply. Unit

Air Signals Unit 41

5 Mountain Division (Air landing troops)

85 Mountain Rifle Regt.

100 Mountain Rifle Regt,

95 Signals Unit.

This Corps was diV-ided into an Eastern Group, which was to

capture Heraklion, a Central Group to capture Retimo, Canea

and Suda, and a Western Group to capture Maleme.

to attack Ganea wa.s - .

7 Air Division (less No.-I parachute regiment and

2 battalions No.2'parachute regiment)

(Parachutists)

■  100 Mountain Regiment (Air-landing Troops)

2 Companies Storm Regiment (Gliders)

Parachute Pioneer Forces

The force

Inte r e r vi ce 3

Committee

Report page 18.

Parachute A,A. and M.G., Battalion

Parachute Medical Forces.

Prior to the landings strong enemy fighter forces were to

attack various objectives and in particular the anti-aircraft

batteries round Suda Bay and south of Canea and encampments

One parachute

regiment was to be in the second wave, which was to capture

Retimo eight hours after the capture of Canea and then to

capture British motor transport and move on Canea.

division was^ to be landed by sea on the Malerae beachhead.

west of Ganea and south-east of Alikianu.

Part of the

/Plan

G. 55,286.
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Plan of Attack

At zero one company of the Storm regiment was to land in the

south-Y/est of the Akrotiri peninsula, and the other company in

the area hetvreen the southern outskirts of Ganea and north-west

of Perivolia.

At zero +15 minutes one battalion and one company of the

parachute A.A. and M.G. battalions vrere to land betv.feen the

Alikianu - Canea and the Galatos - Canea roads.

The task of the'Storm.(Regiment on Akrotiri was, first, to

destroy the anti-aircraft batteries on the high ground in the

peninsula and then to occupy the Royal Villa, which was in

fact the Headquarters of Major-General Preyberg but which the

Germans seem to have thought to be the King's residence. They

were then to prevent any attacks from Oanea tov/ards the south

east or from Suda toY/ards the east or any fresh British landings

in Suda Bay.

The task of the Storm Regiment south of Canea was to

destroy the anti-aircraft batteries and the wireless station

south of Canea and the supply dump .south-east of Carvea and then

to push forwards to. join hands v/ith the regiment on Akrotiri.

The task of the parachutists was to attack the encampments

west of Ganea and to block the three roads into Ganea from the

Then, if possible, they were to advance into the centre

One battalion was to advance still

Yrest,

of Canea and occupy it.

further east through the Canea - Perivolia gap, cut the

Canea - Suda road and thus prevent any relief of Canea from

A reserve was to take position in the oliveSuda Bay.

groves to the south-east of the Alikianu - Canea road, ready

to be throwTL into the attack on Perivolia, Canea or Suda Bay

as might prove necessary.

At zero + 8 hours No. 2 Parachute Regiment vms to land at

Retimo and capture the toYm and airfield, and Ho.l Parachute

Regiment at Heraklion, capture the town and airfield and

prepare the ground for the 85th Mountain Rifle Regiment.

/AsG.55,286.
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As soon as the local beaches were captui'ed, the troops were

to spread out so as to form a continuous line along the coast from

Heraklion to Maleme and thus to prepare the v/ay for the arrival by

sea and air of the remaining elements of Plieger division VII and

with these forces it was anticipated that5th- Mountain Division.

5th Mountain Division wouldthe island vrould soon be captured.

then remain behind as a garrison, and the other troops v/ould move

on.

Geman Strength.

The attacking forces provided for the original attack were -

750Glider troops

Parachutists 10,000

Air-landing troops 5,000

Sea-borne troops 7,000

22,750

It v/as believed by the Gem:ians that the British forces on the

island amounted to only 5,000.

The Germn air forces ava,ilable were

Bombers (ju. 88, He.Ill, Do.17)

Dive-Bombers (ju.87),

Twin-Engined Fighters (Me.110)

Single-Engined Fighters (Me.109)

Recco (Do.17, Ju.88, Do. 215, He.Ill,
Me.110)

280

150

90

90

hJO

650

75 - 80Gliders

75 - 80Glider-towing Ju. 52's

Troop Transport Aircraft (Z.b. V, ) 600 650 (with a

5,000 - 6,000 troops)capacity to carry

Gliders

The gliders in the German attack on Crete all belonged to

Ho, 1 Storm Regiment (O.C. Gol.'Meindl) . The Storm regiment is

organised on the normal infantry basis of 3 battalions of 4

companies each plus Nos.13 and 14 companies. Each company

contains 150 gliders, divided into- five sections of 30 men, each

In the Crete

/operations

section being carried by three lO-seater gliders.
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operations 5 companies - Nos. 1,2,3,9 Companies of 1st Battalion and

No. 5 Company of 2nd Battalion - v/ere employed as glider troops.

Other members of the Storm Eegiment took part in the opera-tions

as parachutists.

Tov/ing aircraft were provided by Luftlandings Geschwader 1,

In the Luftlandings Geschwader there are 15 aircraft to a

Staff el v^-hich is thus equivalent to a company of the Storm

Regiment. The main training centre of the Luftlpindings Gosclivi/ader

was at Hildesheim where a Deutsche Norschungsanstp.lt fur

Segelflugzeuge (German Glider Experimental and Research Establishment)

hod been established shortly after the beginning of the war.

Glider pilots are not ranked as G.A.P. pilots, yet of the three

glider pilots ca.ptured or killed in Crete Wo held long terra

commissions in the German Air Force and the third had a civil

flying licence. Many of those who fought in Crete had alreadji-

taken part in the Norwegian and Belgian campaigns.

The training of glider-bome troops consisted in pr?..ctiGe-

in practice-antering and leaving the glider in fullloading.

equipment and in practice-flights, which included an intensive

training in light and ground signals.

The glider used in Crete was the D.P.S.230 - a ]iigh-winged

10-seater monoplane, of about 50 feet in length and with a wing

span of about 80 feet,

had a range from a cast-off height of 10,000 feet of from 25 to

■It had one door on the oort side. It

44 miles according to the wind.

On operational flights Ju. 52's were invariably used as

towing aircraft, though He.46's and Hs,126’s v/ere reported as

For operational flightshaving been used in’ training flights.

it was generally considered that it vras only practicable to

tow one glider at a time. The glider had as armament one

M.G.34 machine-gun but it was the general opinion that this

When the gliderwas only valuable for purposes of morale.

■vi/as landed, the pilot -joined the other troops in the fighting.

Seating capacity vjas for one pilot and nine passengers, seated

/oneG.55,286.
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one behind another, and the glider was able to carry as

luggage approximately as much weight again as that of its

The equipment was carried in the fore and rearhuman cargo,.

compartiTients and under the seats.

In Crete gliders were only used in the first fifteen minutes

of the attack before the arrival of the parachutists, and for

seme curious reason the Gemans never publicly confessed their

Fighter escort was provided to the gliders in theuse -of them.

Before the arrival of thefinal stage of their journey,

gliders, the ground where they were to land was subjected to an

hour's intensive bomba.rdment, but contrary to expectation this

bombardment did not cease when they came to land but continued

Many gliders crashed onall round the place of landing,

landing, particularly on hard ground, and there \vere many

landing casualties.

The glider troops operated in companies, each company

being composed of 5 platoons of 30 men, to each of which was

They had the advantage overassigned a specific objective,

parachutists that they could operate immediately .and their use

was 'to destroy anti-aircraft positions,' to cut coraraunications

and generally to provide cover for the parachutists who were to

follow them.

Bombing and Fighter Attacks

The later attacks v/ere either low-flying fighter attacks

or attacks by bombers or, more often, dive-bombers, with a

heavy fighter escort of Me.l09's or, more usually, llO's.

During the attack a small formation of fighters remained high

above the bombers, while others circled the airfield from

which an attack might be expected,

were most frequently Ju. 88's - sometimes Ju. 87's, Do.l7's,

They operated in loose formations of

Medium-level and lov/-

The bombers used

Do.215's or He.Ill's,

3 to 12 aircraft and attacked in waves,

level attacks were made by small formations of anything up to

/9
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Sometimes they attacked their objectives direct.9 aircraft.

Sometimes they made landfall at Retime and then svnmg right or

left and flew along the coast to Canea or Heraklion, as the case

might be.

Fighter attacks were by formations of from 6 to 30 aircraft.

Their tactics were to open up with quite indiscriminate machine-gun

firs as they flev/ in, then to split up, each aircraft making for it's

particular objective, then to reform and-make off together.

Their most usual objectives

Fighte

attacks lasted anything up to an hour.

r

were slit-trenches or moving transport on a road. For tan attack on

grounded aircraft a very high proportion of incendiary ammunition

was used. It was the practice in such cases to make tviro attacks at

intervals of ten minutes, the first to hole the aircraft and the

second to set it on fire. The level of accurac3/ of mtachine-gun

fire was high.

parachutists

The campaign saw the use of parachutists on a larger scale than

ever before. At least 10,000 parachutists of Flieger division VII

'were employed. The Flieger division vras organised on the lines of

an ordinary infantry division into three regiments of 4 battalions

each, each battalion consisting of 14 companies. seemedCompanies

to vary considerably in strength. One consisted of lif4, all

parachutists;

196 parachutists;

a  second of 225, of whom. 27 were M. T. drivers a.nd

a third of 263 with no indication of function.

but 144 seemed to be the standard organisation per company. Each

compa.ny had two rifle platoons, one heavy machine-gun platoon,

and one platoon of heavy bomb-throwers. Their uniform

consisted of Icnickerbocker trousers, open neck tunic v/ith Yd.de

pockets, lea.ther belt vd.th flat rectangular buckle, non-lacing

boots with thick rubber soles and round steel helmet with narroYY

brim. A loose grey-green combination overall VYith short wide

legs Y/as VYorn vdiile junking. The report that v.’as current a.t the

time and appeared in many of the signals reports of May 20th

tha.t parachutists were dressed in New Zealand uniform does

/not
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not seem to te true, but the discovery of a captured German

order, saying 'British uniforms will not be worn

that they had perhaps been used in practices and the use of them

seems to shov/

in operations considered. When going into action, the

parachutists took two days' rations in a special haversack.

They were ordered to drink sparingly and only from-their ovm

flask of water, avoiding the water of the island. Their

parachutes were green and brovm, which were difficult to see

against a background. On the other hand containers, with

equipment, were white so that they might be easily seen.

Medical supplies were in pink parachutes.

Method of Attack

The aircraft, as ha.s been said, set off in flights of

On reaching the objective, they circled round at athree.

height of 300 to 500 feet across the area where the.- parachutists

The AbseterJumping was in formation.

(O.C.Jumps) of the flight showed a yellow flag two minutes

¥/ere to land.

Half a minute beforebefore Junping as a sign to get ready,

the Jump, he showed a white and red flag. When the target

was reached, he pulled in the flag v/hich was the sign to Jump,

If on the other .hand he i/aved both flags across one another.

this meant, 'Don't jump'. At night signals were.given by

Red meant 'Get ready', green 'Ready tocoloured torches.

Jump' and white 'Jump',

attached the ring of their parachutes to a wire running along

the length of the aircraft on the starboard side. The Jump

was made tlrrough the starboard door, and the parachute was

All the parachutists before Jumping

supposed to open a,utoma.tically after a drop, of some 5 seconds,

Equipment canistersor about 80 feet, but some failed to open.

thrown out of the port door at the same time as the

It was supposed to take from 9

were

men Jumped from, the starboard,

to 12 seconds for the twelve men and their canisters to leave

If the Jumps were made at from 300 - 500 feet,the aircraft.

/as
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as v/as the usual custom, then it took the parachutists 20 - 30

Some ca.me down v/'ith machine-seconds to reach the ground.

others ca.rried hand grenades.guns or tommy guns at the ready;

The parachutists descended in a terrifying cloud,

then turned immediately seawards and made off at sea-level.

The aircraft

On May 20th approximately 12 parachutists were carried in each

Later the nmher varied, sometimes being as low as

Requests for ground supplies

to be dropped v/ere made by the laying-out of ground strips of

white bars v/ith heavy bars at each end to keep them in place.

aircraft.

7 and sometimes as high as 20.

Ajiimunition and supplies were dropped in metal containers, the

Usually one container was dropped for

At Maleme 80 mm

bigger ones on virheels,

every four men, sometimes for'three or tv/o.

heavy mortars were dropped; at Heraklion spare parts for British

and American M/T., It is possible, though not quite certain,

Medical equipment was of thethat motorcycles were dropped,

highest grade, including test-tubes full of blood for

The greater pert of supplies seem to havetransfusion.

arrived in perfect condition.

Instructions to Parachutists

The following is a summary of the instructions issued to

parachutists:-

(a) All conroanders from section leader upyrards must have

sketches ■with the enemy positions, etc,

(b) All must before the operations be thoroughly familiar
v/ith the terrain, names of neighbouring units, etc.

(c) Advance platoons must always jump first to hold the

ground for the main body,

(d) Immediately on landing, telephone lines must be out.

All prominent people, ci'vilian or military, must be

seized and held ?s hostages.

There was no direct wireless communication between the

Communication be-tween themtroops on land and the aircraft,

was by signal strips.

Tdreless y/ith Group or Regimenta.l Headqu'^rters.

The troops coiild only coi'amunicate by

/The
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The troop-carrying aircraft used in Crete were Z. b. Vs of at

least 4 Ceschwadern.

The losses suffered by Plieger division VII in Crete v/ere very

heavy. Some battalions y/ere almost wiped out and the total

casualties v/ere reported to be over 509L

The lir Landing Troops

The air-landing troops yyere dravm from the 5th and 6th

In the original plan only 85 and 100Mountain Division.

Mountain Rifle Regiments and 95 Signals Battalion of the

5th Division had been assigned to the operation.

The air-la.nding troops were all placed under the orders of

Pliegerkorps XI, for the operation. According to the original

plan, the parachutists and the glider-troops vrere to capture the

key points of the island, and the a.ir-landing troops v/ere merely

to be brotight in afterv/ards to garrison it. As it turned out,

the parachutists and glider troops succeeded only in capturing

Maleme airfield, and the rest of the island had substantially to

be captured by air-landing troops, operating from that airfield.

Obviously, vdierea.s both parachutists and glider-borne troops are

highly trained specia.lists of whom the supply is limited,

any troops can be used as air-landing troops, so long as

there are aircraft available and an air-field at which to

land them. Ones ,Maleme had been captured there was then

nothing to prevent the G-erma.ns from bringing in air-landing

troops almost indefinitely. They did so most ruthlessly.

Troop-carrying aircraft v/ere erashsd without hesitation.

They landed in an incredibly short spa.ee of from 400 - 500 yards,

following e.ach other in at regular intervals in  a steady stream.

On the cs-ptured airfield.s the^r landed three at  a time. They

unloaded v/ith very great rapidity and were in the air again five

minutes after landing. There is no evidence that any tanks were

landed by air. The first German tanks to reach Crete reached it

on May 28th by sea.

/The
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The aircraft used were Ju. 52's, The load carried, as has

been said, varied. Maximum fire pov/er was preserved, whatever

the other demands on the aircraft. It is almost certain that

the same a,ircraft that had been employed to carrj'' parachutists in

the first days of the operations,- carried air-landing troops later

on.

Signal System

The success of the German attack v/as in the last analysis

very largely due to the extreme efficiency and flexibility^ of

their signals. All the main headquarters were joined to one

another, and their channels could be used simultaneously as

they were all organised on different frequencies. Each channel

vms also provided with tv/o alternative frequencies against

These arrangements provided them with an almostemergency.

fool-proof antidote to jamming .and made interception almost

impossible. Between air-landing headquarters and each of its

operating units ran a line with its ami frequency and provided

vfith an alternative^ frequency.

Headquarters was provided by tvvo pack Sets.

Communication v/ith Company

The Germans had also a system known as Staff Information

Service, by which additional intercept receivers v/ere supplied

so the.t all messages coiild be intercepted and decyphered for

the Staff.

Aircraft of the heavy transport type were adapted as

signal offices Y/ith complete cypher machinery. The pre cis e

use made of them in the operations is not Icnown.

Reconnaissance aircrrO.ft were of course in communication

YJ-ith Rear Headquarters, but there is no evidence of

communication betvYeen landing or support aircraft and

Communication between ground and air was byHeadquarters.

ground strip code, flares or recognition signals.

/The re
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There were ancillary signal organisations for air-sea

rescue and aerial security.

The importance attached by the Germans to communications

may be judged from their orders that the first places to be

'/T stations, the telephone exchangeseized on landing were

and the sea-ca.ble stations.

G. 55,286.
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SECTION rv

IfeY'20TH.

The battle of Crete proper began at davm on May 20th. It

began v/ith heavy air attacks at about 0700 hours on the airfield

and surrounding area at Maleme and on the Akrotiri Peninsula.

Under cover of attacks the first of these between 50 and 100 gliders

landed in the bed of the Tavronitis Paver to the west of the airfield

at about 0800 hours.

The enemy thus achieved a surprise by Landing during the

bombardment, when it had been expected that he would not land

until after the bombardment. This gave the advantage, of course.

that the gliders landed while almost all our troops had their

heads down to shield themselves from the bombing. The glider-

borne troops v/ere followed by parachutists at 08l5 hours. Wave

after vnve of parachutists quickly folloVved the first comers.

The parachutists were landed either in the bed of the Tavronitis

river, to the east of Maleme village, in the va>.lley between Galatos

and the prison, or near the hospital v/hich was captured at 1030 hours.

Gliders also crash-landed on the beaches.

A Ne\T Zealand brigadier reported, 'I never say/ such yyanton Airborne

expenditure of manpov/er and machines. For example, I saw a Nazi Invasion

pilot crash an expensive Messerschmitt, v/hich had not been shot By John

up, into the sea off Maleme, dive out and swim ashore apparently just Hetherington

to deliver a message. Allen and

Unwin p, 70.

/First
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First Landings at Maleme

By far the greater number of the parachutists who landed
a few caused troublenear our troops w'ere quickly dealt Y/ith, but

by succeeding in cutting the telephone line, and for a short

time the road from Canea to the main base depot at Suda v/as' also

But the main trouble came from concentrations of glider

These forces were

cut.

and parachute troops in the Tavronitis bed.

strong enough gravely to threaten No. 22 Battalion,

particularly- effective weapon which they used reported P/O

Cro-wther of No. 30 Squadron who was in the attack was the petrol

Counter-attacks by tanks were not able to drive them

from their position and the Commander found it necessary at

nightfall to vd.thdraw No. 22 Battalion to the line of Nos. 21 and

23 Battalions, thus leaving the enemy in possession of Maleme

During the day, further east, the enemy had been

ejected from Galatos village and the hospital, but nightfall

A-

bomb.

airfield.

Beamish

Despatch

Enclosure C.

Report by

_ p/O Crowther

p. 2,

found him still in considerable strength in the prison area,

attack which the olive groves gave stood

General Stressmann, 0.C. Plieger Division

The cover from air

him in good stead.

VII, and several of his staff were killed on this day in a

Both at Maleme airfield

in front of

glider viiich crashed into the sea.

and at the hospital the Germans drove prisoners

them in order to prevent us from opening fire.

Landings at Canea

At the same time as the landings at Maleme there had also

landings on the other side of Ganea in the Suda Bay area.

Their objectives were heavy anti-aircraft batteries in that

By midday this attack had been mopped up, though it

had first succeeded in mping out at least one gun crew,

chosen for their troop carriers a corridor

been

area.

The

enemy had cleverly^

which avoided the range of all our anti-aircraft guns.

/Eleven

(lO) G/G. Beamish told the writer that he himself never saw

such a bomb.
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Eleven gliders out of a projected f’ourteen landed soon

after davm on the Akrotiri, Peninsula, also mth the apparent

The preliminary airobjective of anti-aircraft batteries,

bombardment here vira.s not carried out and fighter and dive-

Some of the gliders crashed sobomber support Yvas lacking,

violently on landing that the occupants were either killed

All but a fe\7 isolated snipers v^ere rounded up,or wounded.

most of them before they had emerged from their gliders, and

their Commander (Colonel Sturm) was captured.

The Attack on Heraklion

The British troops at Heraklion, being the original

garrison of Crete, vrere. much better equipped than those at

Maleme and Suda, Yvho Y/ere evacuees from Greece.

Before May 19th Heraklion bad been only lightly attacked

and that for the most part, contrary to the German habit, at

On May 19th 200 aircraft, mainly Do.l'/s, Ju.88s andnight.

On the morning of theMe.110s,attacked the gun positions.

20th it vias attacked again from 0800 hours mitil about

midday. Then there was a lull.

That afternoon Heraklion was bombarded bet-vreen l600 and

1700 hours by Do»17s, Ju. 87s, He.Ills, Me,109s and Gr.i|-2s, and

under cover of that bombardment four Battalions of parachutists

from 132 Ju.52s were landed west and south of the town, north

and south of the road dowm to the airfield, and east of the

airfield, at 1845 hours,

made on them with tanks, baj?'onets and small arms,

sixteen enemy aircraft were claimed as shot dovn and bjr 213O

hours all areas wdthin the British perimeter had been

Sporadic fighting continued.

Immediate and heavy attacks were

About

cleared.

The Attack on Retimo

Retimo had also been, attacked. A bombardment in the morning

was followed by landings of two battalions of paracluute troops

The airfield remained in our hands but a partyat 1600 hours.

of about 100 were unable to hold the church on the road

/between
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between Retimo and the airfield. They were thus able to.out

communications not only between the airfield and Retimo but

also between the airfi-eld and Force Headquarters at Canea

and betvreen Heraklion and Force Headquarters.

On this day it was estimated that there landed from the

air

Inter-Services At Canes. 1,800

Committee At Malerae 1,700

Report p, 17. At Retinio 1,700

(11)
2,000A t Heraklion

Owing to the mthdravira.1 of the fighters the Royal Air

Force, in its proper role, of course played no part in this

day'.s combat, but airmen (and also sailors and even on one

occasion a Nev;- Zealand concert party) who chanced to find them

selves in the thick of the battle turned infa.ntrymen for the day

and did what they could to help repel the invader. Greek

civilians, men and women,- also gave their assistance.

(11) German documents (Report on Airborne attack, Crete, Page lO)

makes the numbers out rather larger - 750 glider troops

and 8,000 parachutists.

G.55,286.
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SECTION V

THE EVACUATION

As may be seen from an examination of the Geiman plan of

campaign, the enemy's objectives were not obtained in full on

May 20th. On the other hand, that dajr's fighting had given

him the all-important possession of Maleme airfield, and

throughout the next two days (the 21st and the 22nd) he took

full advantage of this. He switched to Malerae troops, such

as the lOOth Mountain Rifle Regiment, which in the original

plan had been destined for Heraklion, or the 5th and 6th

Mountain Divisions virhich had been destined for Canea and

Parachutists who landed east of the airfield wereRetimo.

quickly mopped up, but on the other hand, on the 21st, some

600 troop carriers, as it has been estimated, carrying these

battalions of the 100th Mountain Regiment, landed on the west

side of Maleme airfield, and that although the airfield v/as

still under our constant artillery fire. To give an

example of the strength of the air support, a glider company

that landed in the Canea area had a whole flight of Stukas

to support it. These Stukas dive-bombed anti-aircraft and

artillery positions and a group of hoxises that was the

company's objective, for three minutes,

also covered by 12 Me, I09s and 6 Me, llOs.

The operation was

Bombing and

macMne-gun attacks were continuous throughout the day.

Me.110s and Me. I09s in groups of fifteen patrolled the Wave 11's

area continuously throughout the day, fljdng very low and

machine-gunning whenever they saw any signs of movement.

Middle East

Despatch

Officers who had been in Prance said that no air Part III

bombardment there equalled that wliich they suffered in Sec. 69.

Crete, reported Field Marshal Wavell,

/The
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The Attempt to Recapture Maleme

On the night of the 21st/22nd we made a counter attack with

the hope of recapturing the airfield. It met v/ith considerable

success, but day broke before our troops had had time to dig

into their new positions, and v/ith daylight the enemy v/as able

to use his unchallenged supremacy in the air to deliver an

attack v.’-hich compelled us to abandon our new gains,

during that night, intercepted and sank a number of vessels that

were bringing the enemy seaborne reinforcements.

Throughout the 22nd more troop-carriers landed on Malerae

airfield and there was fluctuating fighting around Galatos.

On the night of the 22nd/23rd the Navy, in addition to

sinking several troop-carrying vessels, bombarded Maleme airfield.

About sixteen caiques, several submarines, probably between

and at least twenty aircraft v/ere

lost by the enemy in these naval engagements,

aircraft were probably destroyed and at least fifteen damaged.

As a result, with the exception of a small caique and a few

ship-wrecked survivors, no enemy seaborne troops v/ere landed

in Crete until May 28th, when the battle wa.s virtually over and

when some Italians 7/ere able to land at Siteia in the east of the

The Navy,

(12)
4,000 and 5,000 troops

Eleven more

Battle

Summary No. 4

Admiralty

page 27

island, but, exposed to enemy dive-bombers and unprotected by

our fighter?, our Navy had paid its price. Twn cruisers and

four destroyers were sunk, one battleship put out of action for

several months, and tv/o cruisers and four destroyers considerably

damaged. It was a rate of loss which could not possibly be

afforded.

Commanders-in-Chief's Appreciation

C.O.S.Signals On the 24th, in reply to a request for an appreciation

from the Chiefs of Staff, the Commanders-in-Chief, Middle East,

cale of air attacks has made it- no longer possible for

Navy to operate in the Aegean or vicinity Crete by day and to

guarantee prevent seaborne landings without suffering losses

which, added to those already'’ sustained, would very seriously

/prejudice

HQv.T/ote kJ

113

In a press state- (12)
ment, see Battle

Sxmimary No. 4.

p. 27.

General Freyberg only allows 'at least.... 2,000 drowned.
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prejudice our command of the Eastern Mediterranean, We are,

therefore, unable to reinforce or supply Crete except by fast

warships at night, which will seriously curtail the support we

can afford to the garrison, particularly if enemy are able

V...

.  to operate from aerodromes in Crete. Little prospect of R.A.P.

stopping movement enemy shipping which can now take place piece

meal and under strong air protection, As yet enemy has

only established himself in strength in one area and his supply

problem is acute. Information that he is calling up aircraft

from other theatres suggests he is stretched to limit.

Provided we can prevent him from exploiting his one success

by further large sea- and air-borne landings and can

reinforce and maintain our forces, we should be able to hold C.O.S.Signals

him and eventually defeat him. It was a somewhat self 113 24. 5.41

contradictory appreciation.

Crete battle must be vron, the Prime Minister signalled

to Field Marsl-ial T/avell on May 23rd. "Even if enemy secure

good lodgements fight must be maintained indefinitely in island

thus keeping enemy main striking force tied down to task

Hope you will reinforce Crete every night to fullest extent.

Is it not possible to send more tanl and thus reconquer any

Enemy's exertions and losses in highest

Uk3 C,O.S.Signals

captured aerodrome? 23.5.41

class troops must be very severe. He cannot keep it up for

Air Marshal Tedder replied by emphasising theever.

impossibility of ships approaching near to the coast by

day if the R.A.P. could not provide fighter cover. Naval

operations yesterday and this morning round Crete have

emphasised need for fighter cover if oru’ ships are to be able

to approach close enough to Crete in daylight hours to

operate at all against seaborne a.ttack. Two Bea\.ifighters

252 Squadron arrived yesterday but not serviceable. Can

/remainder
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remainder 252 come out at once? Joint meeting of C.-iri-Cs' at

which this signal being written strongly urged despatch

remainder this squadron. in present critical phase small

force of Beaufighters might well be decisive. Am trying

operate Hurricanes Heraklion to-day but they will be fully

occupied Ivlaleme", C.A.S. replied to Air Ifershal Tedder -C.O.S.Signals

A. 416

"Do

you v/ish me also to send out conversion sets for Blenheim IVs?

25.5.41 Agree entirely that your primary concern is Crete and more

A.O.G.-in- especially Maleme. Every indication is tlTS,t enemy is making

prodigious efforts and undoubtedly fully stretched. YourG. 46b

25.5.41 superior power will tell in the end, and all our efforts should

be devoted to driving the enemy out of Crete. So give the Hun

all the hell you can.
11

The trouble with Beaufighters at that date was that they were

not tropicalised. The matter had been already raised even

before the opening of the main attack. Air Marshal Tedder had

signalled to V.C.A.S. on May 12th - C. -in-G. Mediterranean has

asked if we can provide fighter cover to the Fleet operating west

of Crete to deal with possible seaborne attack on Crete, Only

possible means of doing this, apart fran aged Blenheim Is

operating from Crete, vrould be Beaufighters, My impressA.O. C. -in- ion is

that Beaufighters are not tropicalised in any way and thereforeC. Pt. I 22k

it is useless to consider moving any from Ivlalta for this

operation. Gan you confirm?" V.C.A.S, replied - "The

A. 0. C, -in-

G. Pt. I 25A

Beaufighter is all right as regards oil-cooling and cylinder

temperature but has no air cleaner". Nevertheless, they

A.O.C.-in-

c. Pt, I 29A

proved useful for this work. Two more arrived yesterday from .

Malta" v/rote Air Marshal Tedder to V. O.A.S. on May 29th "and they

are on the Job to-day trying to help cover our unfortunate Navy-

in its attempts to get to and from Crete,

will come through very soon since the Beaufighter is literally

the only possible way of providing any cover for the ships and

I am hoping that

the second Beaufighter squadron to v/hich C.A.S. referred will, in

fact, be able to come out here".

I hope the others

without they appear to be quite cold meat• * * • •

/G.55,286. Bombing
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Bombing of Enemy AirfieIds

The policy of bombing enemy airfields in Greece and the

Dodecanese was continued even after the invasion, and Tapolia,

Menidi, Eleusis and Molasi were bombed on May 20th/21st.

and explosions were started and at Eleusis bombs fell among

dispersed aircraft.

It had been planned to attack^Maleme airfield on the night of

May 22nd/23rd before the Germans had had time to consolidate

themselves there, but bad weather in the V/estern Desert made the

operation impossible.

Fires

Three Y/ellingtons dropped medical stores

and rations on Heraklion and Retimo on May 22nd and 23rd. The

supplies for Retimo unfortunately fell into the,sea.

Hurricanes and the Extra Tank

The only fighters that v/ere used in these operations

They had been fitted v/ith extra tanks to increase

their range but the experiment was not a success both because

it was found to impose too great a handicap on their manoeuvera

were

Hurricanes.

bility and because the tanks could be carried only at the

sacrifice of aimour and ammunition. "The additional tank

Airborne

s gave

a pilot told Mr.Hetherington,

Invasion By

the Hurricanes a range of 900 miles,

"compared with the normal range of 600 miles.

■John Heth-

There were -tvfo erington.

additional tanks one port, one starboard,

emptied first,then the starboard tank,

to develop owing to bad refueiling or severe bumps in the air

and throw the system out of commission.

The port tank

Air locks were liabl

You never know when

Allen and

e Unwin, p. 108.

the port-tank enptied, if the starboard tank ms going to feed

through. If your starboard tank refused to work over the

sea, that was the end. On the morning of the 23rd it was

attempted to send two flights of six Hurricanes each to

Heraklion from Eg,’/pt. The first flight was fired on by our

naval anti-aircraft barrage in error. Two Tisere shot down and

three were driven back to their bases. One landed safely at

Heraklion. Of the second flight all’six reached Heraklion but

/four
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four were found to have damaged tail wheels,

damaged on the ground by enemy action,

flight also only one aircraft \?as serviceable,

aircraft had been sent from Egypt \?ith instructions to -attack

A fifth was

Therefore, of that

These

enemy landings at Maleme, but the instructions were overruled by

the local military commander at Heraklion who ordered them

instead to act in support of the operations in Heraklion - a

questionable exercise of authority.

Difficulties of Fighter Protection

Air Marshal Tedder summarised these operations and summed

up the problem as it existed on May 23rd in a signal of that day

Small scale of effecti-ve air support we are able

to give to defence of Crete has been, and is, my main concern.

Wellingtons' attacks on Greek aerodromes before blitz were

to C.A.S. _ IIC.O.S.

Signals

23,5.41

■useful but last attempt vd.thout moon largely aborti-ve,

night attempts to assist at Ivlalerae aborti-ve oviring to difficulty

Wellingtons successfully dropped

Have maintained sea reccos north of

Two

distinguishing friend .from foe.

supplies last night.

Ore te. In view present critical situation Maleme, Blenheims

from Western Desert operating to-day Maleme and sent six

Hurricanes in ho.pe they may be able to operate- fev^ sorties from

Heraklion. Latter in particular is somevdiat desperate, gamble

but feel big risk; must be accepted. The- two Beauf'ighters have

been made nearly serviceable and on job covering disabled destroyer.

Events of past day-and-a-half at sea have shown no longer

possible for our ships operate in Aegean or vicinity of Crete

by daylight. This means enemy can pass -vessels to Crete from

Greece or Melos in daylight. Convoys are escorted by Me. 110s

and consist mostly small airsciliary vessels. Little prospect of

Blenheims from Y^estern Desert being able stop such movements.

Our main efforts therefore must be against enemy forces landed or

landing by air and sea. Hope we may be able to snatch a few

valuable sorties from Heraklion, but regular operations from there

/will

G. .55,286.
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Bulk of airwill be precarioiis and expensive at best,

operations necessarily based on Africa near operational limit
■J

of Blenheims and Marylands and outside range of Hurricanes and

Hill do what v/e can with Blenheims and if luckyToraaha\7ks.

enough have cloud cover may be able effect something,

most effective striking force would be lov/ flying fighters,

but only possibility with necessary range is Beaufighter.

If Admiralty agrees despatch remainder 252 they will have dual role -

(a) provide dawn and dusk cover for'ships approaching

and leaving Crete;

.. (b) low attack enemy air transports and seaborne forces

in caiques.

T/ellingtons will persevere in trying locate useful targets and

tonight eleven will be attacking Maleme and Scarpanto (latter

to give some relief to Navy),

practically pur wrhole effort from Hestern Desert to Crete

and feel this essential at present juncture,

awkward situation too, but we ?Tiust do all we can to rub his

Par

All this means diverting

Enemy probably in

nose in it.

Our difficultiesThe Chiefs of Staff replied to the C.-in-Cs C.O.S. Signals

Crete are great but, from all information v/e ho.ve, so are those

If we stick it our enemy's effort may peter out.of the enemy.

25.5.41

It seems to us imperative that reinforcements in greatest

strength possible should be sent as soon as possible to island

to ensure destruction enemy aD.ready landed before they can be

The vital importance of this battle isseriously reinforced,

well known to you and great risks must be accepted to ensure our

success".

Withdrawal to Ay Marina

On the 23rd,. German troops which had landed near the

They threatened toprison began to push tov/ards Ay Marina,

cut the British forces in two, and it was therefore necessary

to vtfithdraw the New Zealand forces roiond Maleme back to

/kj ivtarina.
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On the night of the 25th/26th a furtherAy Marina.

withdrawal to the neighbourhood of the hospital was necessary.

Meanwhile, thjroughout the 24th and 25th Canea had been

constantly bombarded from the air in a series of attacks, sector

by sector, and was now virtually destroyed.

The R.A.F. had given such support as it could to the

In the afternoon of the 23rdcounter attack against Jlaleme.

twelve Blenheims attacked Maleme airfield and later in the

afternoon there was a second attack by a force of Blenheims

and Marylands y/hich bonbed and machine-gunned about 130

JU.52S. Ten of the JU.52s. were claimed as destroyed and others

Two long range Hurricanes also machine-gunned ‘as damaged.

A number of these aircraft vrereaircraft on the ground,

claimed as destroyed or damaged.

During the 24th, five long range Hurricanes attacked enemy

positions in the Heraklion area. Our operations were hampered

by a heavy sandstorm in the Western Desert.

On the night of May 24th/25th MaleiiE was bombed by eight

Wellingtons. Large fires were started on the airfield and five

other fires were started on the beaches. Medical stores were

dropped by Wellingtons at Eetimo.

Air Marshal Tedder's Appreciation of May 24th.

On the 24th Air Marshal Tedder sent a further report on the

situation to C.A.S. - "Blenheim and Maryland squadrons fromA.O.C.

Western Desert operated successfully against Maleme yesterdayin-C. 44A.

afternoon and evening, also the two Beaufighters, Afraid

attempt use Heraklion for Hurricanes largely failure. First

Hurricane shot up on ground immediately landed, two damaged

owing state of runways, remainder hoped do one sortie early this

Heraklion now non-moming returning direct to Western Desert.

Second flight standing by for further attemptoperational.

as soon as landing ground on Massara Plain reported fit;

meantime trying improvise more long range Hurricanes yyhich can just

/reach
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¥/ellingtons last night made gallantreach Maleme from desert.

effort in very bad weather. Two missing. Reports from others

not complete since they landed v/idely dispersed from El Areish

to Mersa Matruh, and indications that some at least were

Unfortunately, to-day Western Desert blotted out

severe dust storm, flying impossible and prospects of clearing

successful.

We will hit again immediately it is humanlyto-day poor.

No flying possible by A.O.C.-On the 25th he reported -possible".

in-C. 46ALast night, despite bad weather at Crete which

stopped naval operations and thick vreather in desert, Wellingtons

One Yfellington dropped urgent supplies

day yesterday.

operated against Maleme.

Re timo, (15) Still thick to-day and bad over Crete, but twenty-

four Blenheims successfully attacked enemy aircraft on ground at

Further attack thisand near Maleme, about ten seen on fire.

Attempt to operate Hurricanes from Heraklion wasafte moon.

abortive and we only got three back out of seven.  , One

Hurricane broi:ight back as passenger pilot whose aircraft had

Am going'try Hurricanes singly using.standard

long range tanks, which should be empty when they reach Crete.

Scale enemy air attack terrific and feel vfe must make

desperate attempt at least show the flag."

been shot up.

Loss of Canea

On the night of the 25th/26th Headquarters were moved to

It was hoped tliat on thea house a few miles east of Suda,

night of the 26th/27th a destroyer would arrive containing the

■  bulk of the Commando Layforce under Colonel Laycock, and

Major-General Freyberg therefore gave

orders that Ganea should be held, until then at all costs, but

it did not prove possible, and throughout the 26th and 27th

our troops were driven ba.ck in some confusion from Canea on

essential stores.

to Suda,

/De cision

(13) Unfortunately the supplies fell short and were captured

See page 23.by the enemy.
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Deci-sion to Evacuate R.A.E.

On May 26th Group Captain Beamish,signalled to Air Marshal^ A.O.C/9
Tedder - "Resistance offensive appears impracticable.

R.A.E., situation is that tvrenty-tvro officers, 176 other ranks

are temporarily located in Suda Bajr, representing mass squadron

Regarding8OB

detachment and stragglers corning, in from Maleme. One officer,

six other ranlcs are at Retimo as far as known and one hundred

all ranks approximately in, Heraklion area.

Retimo and Heraklion are cut (?) off from western end.

The garrison at

Operationally, R.A.F. personnel are not fulfilling any useful

purpose and I consider unlikely to do so now if aerodrome

cannot be recaptured and, therefore, they should be evacuated.

Majority have. s\iffered at Maleme and are not now fighting

.  R.A.P. nersonnel at Retimo and Heraklion cannot bepersonnel,

evsicuated at present and must be under orders of local Array

)  ■

At v/estern end there .is reasonable chance of usingCommanders.

Suda Bay to-night, 26th/27th May, landing after da,rk and leaving

before davm, to get some R.A.P. personnel off by Sunderland.

Suda Bajr may not be. available aftersirards. Probably if Sunderland

did come pi-ecedence would be given to politicians and officials

but would be at least possible to, get away flying personnel,

regarding the remainder if evaciiation was ordered. It is my

intention to move remaining personnel to the small port of

Sphakia on the-south coast. Grateful your instructions. I

have not yet discussed this with G.O.C.-in-C, "

Air Marshal Tedder followed this up to G.-in-C. Mediterranean 
-

"Y/ould much appreciate if high priority can be given to flying

personnel in any evacuation that may be possible,

we are noYf getting aircraft but are short of pilots and every

To Group

As you know-

trained aircre?/ is ■vs'orth its weight in gold".

A.0.G./9

8OA 27. 5.A1

A.O.C./9

Captain Beamish he signalled - "You are authorised to evacuate

Every effort shouldR.A.P. personnel as opportunitj'- offers,

81A 27.5.U

be made to get flying personnel away first opportunity. Our

/ f e llov/s
G.55,286.
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A.0.C./9Good luck". As forfelloY/s here doing damnedest help you.

support to the evacuation, Air Marshal Tedder had to say -

do what we can but our effort is concentrated on giving cover

"W 82A 29.5.41ill

to ships carrying out evacuation and on attacking bases from which

The problem of the evacuation of theenemy attack comes.

R.A.P. was almost immediately merged into the larger question G.O.S .Signals

118 27,5.41of general evacuation, for on the 27th Major-General Preyberg

decided that such a general ev8.cuation '.vas inevitable.

Chiefs of Staff at home agreed.

The

Attacks on Cretan Airfields.

Up to the last moment the R.A.P. Ijad continued its policy

the enemy positions. Ononof supporting the Army by attacks

the 25th five long range Hurricanes attacked enemy positions at

At dawn on that day Hurricanes and fighter Blenheims

They failed to locate

Heraklion.

despatched to attack Maleme ■ airfield,

the target ov/ing to Iovt cloud and heavy mist, and

were

a Hurricane

Later in the morning a combinedforce-landed at Heraklion. sic

force of Marylands, Blenheims and Hurricanes successfully

■"About 24 JU. 52s and fighters'

A Hurricane shot dorm one

attacked Maleme airfield.

v/ere claimed as destroyed.

Beamish

Despatch

Page 14

In the afternoonJU.88 and damaged another over Suda Bay.

twice raided, first by two and then by tlireeMaleme was again

The three Blenheims of the second raid did not

Reconnaissances for enemy shipping were carried ovit

Blenheims.

re turn.

over the Aegean.

Pour V/ellingtons again attacked Maleme a.irfield and the

nearby beaches on the night of the 25tly^26th, and Yfellingtons

also attacked Scarpanto.

On the 26th six Hurricanes attacked Ivlaleme and claimed

to have shot down at least five JU.52s and probably damaged

others in the air and on the ground by macMne-gun fire.

Maleme wras again attacked at dusk by Blenheims and Marylands,

On the 26tV27th

/aircraft

which set fire to more JU.52s on the ground.

G.55,286.
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aircraft on.'the ground at Maleme v/ere again attacked,

v/ere claimed as destroyed, and there y-’ere explosions and

On the 27th a Hurricane fighter patrol

Five

fires on the beaches,

shot dovm three JU.88s.

sent to attack enemy troop concentrations at Canea, but,

failing to find the objective, bombed the airfield at Ivlaleme

instead and destroyed several aircraft on the ground.

At dusk a force of Blenheims was

On the

night of tte 27th/28th the airfield at Maleme was again

attacked, and four aircraft attacked Scarp)anto.

Hurricanes claimed to have shot doy/n three JU. 88s over the sea.

Blenheims and

Air Marshal Tedder on Lack of Air Bases

Air Marshal Tedder recounted these operations, while

elaborating the decision to evacuate, in a signal to C.A.3.

on the 27th - "You will have seen Wavell's signal to Erime

Minister saying situation in Crete no longer tenable.

A.O.C.-

in-C. 49A

27.5. a

Yesterday C.-in-Cs meeting held at Alex, and it vras decided

to continue push in reinforcements and supplies, though this

On return here signals fromcould be only in sraa.ll packets,

Freyberg led us to. conclusion that in viev/ terrific strain of

past Y/eek Freyberg himself needed fresh help and agreed, to send

Lieut.-Gen. Evetts in by Sunderland last night,

late last night v/ithovit reference to me or Wave 11, but may still

be able to get Evetts in to-night,

picture but appears that heavy and continuous attack of bombers

This cancelied

Difficulty is to get true

and fighters operating from aerodromes in Greece, Crete, Melos

and Scarpanto have succeeded completely neutralising our A.A.

and, consequently, in pinning dovm our troops and wearing dovm

Our squadrons have, I think, done all that was

than one would have thought

Nov/ that enemy able to operate fighters

their morale,

hunanly possible, and sometimes more

possible, to help,

from Crete our losses hea-yy in proportion to strength, (twenty

aircraft in last three days), but yesterday, in addition to

what appeared to have been successful Blenheim and Maryland

attacks Maleme, Hurricanes with reinforcing tanks shot down

/number
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number loaded troop carriers. Fighter protection for army against

bombers and low-flying fighters has, however, been literally

impossible once the aerodromes in Crete were denied to us. It will

certainly be said Crete is being lost for lack of air support, but

the primary reason is lack of secure air bases. I have warned

Wave 11 that once Hun able to transfer his effort similar situation

may arise in Tobruk unless Eastern Cyrenaica is cleared in the

Need for giving what cover possible to Navy'immediate future.

probably mean will have to divert some effort from Crete itself

during next few days. Meantime, aircraft are coming in. Fifteen

arrived Cairo, yesterday, nearly forty more en route.

C.A.S. replied - "You will by now have received orders for A.O.C.-

evacuation in Crete. I knoir that your squadrons have done all in-C. 50A

tliat could be expected of them in conditions T/hj.ch gave them no

chance of countering German air attack effectively. You know t

27.5.41

liat

Prime Minister clearly endorsed, at the time the decision to withdra\?

remaining fighters from Crete on. May 19th and that reasons v/hich

subsequently made it impossible for you to protect Crete against air

attack and landings are fully understood by War Cabinet. I am

confident you will do all that is po

particularly' by protection of ships.

May 26th by Hurricanes with reinforcing tanks is most satisfa.ctory

ible to help evacuation,ss

Success attained on

and fully justifies your enterprise in trying for it. Death of

(14)
Bismarck means second and third instalments of Hurricanes

earlier than we dared hope yesterday.

Withdrawal to Sphakia

The enemy liad by then landed thirty to thirty-five thjousand

General Freyberg therefore put General Weston in commandtroops.

of the rearguard in the north and moved his own Headquarters to

Spliakia to organise the evacuation.

/when

(lii-) The Bismarck vms sunk on May 27th.

G.55,286.
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Y'hen the R.A.P. personnel from Nos. 30 and 33 Squadrons and

No.252 A.M.S.S., about 230 strong in all, had arrived atBeamish

Headquarters R, F. Crete on May 23rd from Jfeleme, they were in

pitiable condition".II o
cu.

Report on

what Group Captain Beamish describes asAir Operations

Ten^orary accommodation was found for them in a camp near Vamos,in Crete

Page 16 twelye miles east of Suda Bay.

be inevitable, all this personnel, together with the detachment

from No. 230 Squadron which w''s at Suda Bay, was mov^d south to

Sphakia dui'ing the . night of May 26th/27th.

party to arrive in Sphakia established themselves in caves there

When total evacuation was seen

The first of this

to

on the morning of the 27th. The remainder arrived in the

afternoon of the 27th. Operational Headquarters of the R.A.P,

remained with the Army Headquarters which did not reach Sphakia

until the 28th.

General Y/eston’s-difficulties were. enoiTno\:is as communications

The 4th New Zealandand order had by now alike broken dcwm.

Brigade had, on the night of the 26tii/27th, been withdravm to

Stylos and thence was withdravm again to the Askiphio Plain,

known as the "Saucer", in the middle of the island between Suda

and Sphakia, as a precaution against parachutist landings which

would cut the troops in the north off from their hope of

Meanwhile, the troops in the north maintained a

fighting rearguard, as a result of which a remnant of them

embarkation.

made their way back to the Askiphio Plain, by the morning of

the 29 th.

It was decided that the rearguard should hold up the

enemy there, but tliat the main force should move off for Sphakia

on the night of the 29th. Both the hardships and disorganisation

of this march are beyond the scope of this narrative. It was

only fortunate that tiie enemy then, as always, showed a quite

extraordinary lack of initiative in his almost total failure to

operate at night. The only exceptions to this were a certain

amount of not very serious bombing of Heraklion during the moon

period, and an attack on Suda Bay by t^velve aircraft on the night

of May 12th/l3th.
/FirstG.55,286.
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First Evacuation

The first evacuation had taken place on the night of the

28th/29thth and there were further evacuations on the night of the

29th/30th. loo R.A.F. personnel were evacuated to Egypt by-

destroyer on May 28th/29th and the remainder, with the exception

of Operational Headquarters, by Glen ship on May 29th/30th.

Marshal Tedder had promised the naval authorities that the R.A.F,

Air

would do all that it could to pro-vlde fighter protection for

evacuating vessels, but he frankly warned them that cover would be

likely to be "meagre and spasmodic". I l<now that your natural

Battle

S-ummary No. 4

desire" C.A.S. had warned him "will be to take all risks with

Page 29

every type of aircraft in order tu protect ships evacuating troops

You must, nevertheless, resist temptation to squander

aircraft unprofitabl5r, bearing in mind vital importance of adequate

air strength for forthcoming operations in Libya".

Tedder replied -

from Crete.

Air Marshal

Your X.169 of May 29th (i. e. above signal) confirm

A.O.C.-in-C.

53A 29.5.41

s

line I ha-ve taken on question of providing cover for shipping.

Effort we are making, which is maximum practicable, should not

drain resources. Pour successful interceptions yesterday over

Sending two Sunderlands tonight to Sjohakia

In the event there was,

as we slmll see, the most unfortunate failure of the escort to

convoys without loss.

to bring off final Headquarters party.

A.O.C.-

in-C. 54A.

30.5.41

locate the convoy from Heraklion in northern Crete, but in the

southerr'i vraters things turned out better than liad at one time

been feared. Fighter protection became steadilj^ more

Battle

effective and the enemy less enterj^rising". Fighter

Summary

cover has No. 4 Page 33

been effective in covering ships A.±r Marshal Tedder was able A.O.C.-

to report to C.A.S. in-C.63A

2. 6.41Air Cover of Evacuation

On the 28th/29th Hurricanes and Blenheims maintained patrols

over ships en route from Eg^q-'d to Crete. On the 28th/29th

On the 29th/30thScarpanto was bombed by eight Wellingtons.

both Scarpanto and Malerae airfields were attacked, the former by

/six
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six Wellingtons and the latter by tvro Vfellingtons. Two

On the 30th/31stWellingtons also attacked Catavia- in Eliodes.

Maleir^e and Heraklion vrere attacked by ten Wellingtons. At

Maleme three unidentified aircra.ft were burnt out and there were

At Heraklion six JU. 52s vrere burnt outfires and exfplosions.

and there vrere-also fires and explosions.

Fighter protection vra.s again provided for ships on May

During these patrols at least five JU.88s,31st and June 1st.

one Iffi.llO, two Cant. 1107s and one S.79 v/ere claimed as

(15) and thr’ee JU.88s as damaged.

On the night of the 31st May/lst June Heraklion was again

Five Wellingtons bombed

destroyed

attacked and a large fire started.

Maleme where they claimed four aircraft destroyed and five

probably destroyed, and started four large fires,

dropped on the beach at Sphakia.

Final Evacuations

Supplies were

The enemy made his first contact with the rearguard at dawn

The final evacuations' were on the nights of theon the 30th.

30th/31st and 31st Ivlay/lst June. Tvto Sunderlands assisted on

these nights, and Crroup Captain Beamish, together with the

G.O.C.-in-C. and the Naval Officer in charge at Suda Bay and their

staffs, was taken to Egypt in one of them on M.a.y 30th/31st.

That, in spite of their disorganisation, so large  a proportion

of our forces \rere successfully evacuated was due to the failure

of the enemy to drop parachutists either in the Plain of

Askiphio or Sphakia and to the absence of attacks by the German

Air Force during the embarkation, in spite of the fact that their

reconnaissance planes had been over Sphakia as early as May 28th.

They dive-banbed Sphakia during the d<ay of May 29th but did not

attack it a.t night.

/On

(15) Group Captain Beamish* Despatch, page 15. The Report ofPage 31

the Inter-Services Committee claims "at least eighteen

destroyed*'.
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On the night of June 2nd/3rd a small party of all services

made seav/orthy a motor landing craft found on the beach of

In this party v/ere nine R.A.P.Tymbaki and set out to sea.

personnel, including three of the members of a Sorith African

Maryland virhich liad crashed near T5^mbaki on May 25th. .Tvyenty

miles out they vrere intercepted by an Italian submarine which

took prisoner the officers, who included tr/o officers of No. 112

TheSquadron and tvro South African officers of No. 24 Squadron.

About 1,000 personnel v/ereremainder of the crev/ reached Egypt,

left at Tyiiibaki, including some of the R.A.P.

The Fighting at Heraklion

Communications in.Crete were so poor that it was inevitable

that the defence of the three points at which troops were

stationed, should be conducted in almost unconnected operations,

and, as it was at Maleme tiiat the battle of Crete was won and

lost, the story of the troops who were attacking at Maleme and

finally evacuated from Sphakia is the most important story, but it

is necessary also to say a few words about events at Heraklion and

Retimo.

At Heraklion, the first day's fighting had left the airfield

still in our hands, but throughout the following days a steady

stream of troop-carriers landed to the east of the area occupied by

By the 23rd the enemy wasour troops, principally on Malea beach,

able to bring mortar and machine-gun fire to bear on the airfield

and camp, and on the 24th the airfield, though still untaken, was

By the 23rd the enemy, largely ov/ing toreported as untenable,

the gallantry of the Greek troops and, indeed, also Greek civilians,

had been driven out of the town of Heraklion, though it had been

virtually destroyed by systematic air attacks, but he had

From there he issuedentrenched himself to the west of the town.

an ultimatum to the Greek Commander to surrender the town. This

As a result, the tovm was heavilyultimatum -was rejected.

bombed on the 24th and more parachutists v/ere landed to the west

. /of
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On the 25th it was again attacked, but the attack was

On that day Headquarters 204 Group was still able to

- "Heraklion \vould be serviceable

100 octane petrol available

Suggest urgent action to

M.E.• 5

of it.

repulsed.A.O.C/9

signal to H.Q., R.A.P

v/ith slight work to fill in craters,

if troops recover from enemy area,

provide facilities at Heraklion pending (? opdor ?) Retino.

79A

bo

H'urricanes can refuel there individually at intervals and take

advantage of enemy spasmodic fighter efforts",

the 25th/26th some of the German troops to the west of Heraklion

On the night of

'started to'move across in order to join up with the rest of the

Daybreak found them still on thetroops at Ay Lyas to the south,

and'the Leicestershire Regiment took the opportunity tomove

The attack was at first successful, but the

British troops were, in the end, driven back by machine-gun fire

from the air, against v/hich they'had no defence.

attack them.

On the 28th further German reinforcements, amomting to

to land to the east, and asome 900 fresh troojs, were seen

German attack v/as clearly now oiily a matter of time.major

Heraklion had by nm also been bombed almost to destruction,

the vrest of the island thereWith the collapse of resistance in

was no point in v/aiting to meet certain annihilation,

evacuation wa^ ordered for the early hours of the 29th, and was

The

carried out successfully and with very little enemy iiiterference.

The R.A.P. party, including No.220 A.M.B.S., was embarked

uneventfully on H.M.S. Orion.

The Attack on the Heraklion Convoy

at 0320 hours on the 29th, but theThe convoy put to sea

fighter escort, which they expected, failed to find them,

to the failure of H.M.S. Imperial's steering gear the convoy

Owing

The fighter

the Kaso Strait at 0530 hours

amended by signal to 0630 hours,

could take place the convoy had already been

Wireless silence

/was

Hov/e'ver,

hour and a half late in setting sail,

protection \ms to have met it in

but tl'ds time v/as ■

before the meeting

intercepted by the enemy at O60O hours.

was an
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T/as necessary after.leaving port and, therefore, our aircraft

v/ere at a rendezvous some fifty miles avny from the convoy.

Although our squadrons made several attempts to find the convoy,

in the course of Virhich two JU.88s were shot dovm for the loss of

one Hurricane, they were never able to get through. The convoy

\7as dive-bombed throughout the morning and bombed throughout the

afternoon by JU.88s and JU.87s. 'The only friendly fighters

that they saw were tv7o Ihlmars of the Fleet Air Arm v/hich

appeared at noon, and even they, accordinj;' to the testimony'’

of a survivor, were never seen by those on board H.M.S. Orion.(16)

As a result, H.M.S. Imperial and H.M

there vrere severe casualties on other ships.

. Here.O ward vrere sunk and

H.M.S. Orion,

v/hich the R.A.P. personnel were embarked, suffered three direct

on

hits, as a result of which, in addition to Army casualties, tv/o

R.A.P, personnel were killed, eleven wounded and eleven missing

presumed killed.

Unfortunately it was not possible to include in the

evacuation a small party of nine officers and fifty-two other

ranks who had been sent to the south of the island to open up the

landing ground at Massara fmd \/ho had to be left behind.

The Fighting at Retimo

The story of Eetirao is less clear, since no survivors

have been left to tell it. Two Australian and tv7o Greek

Battalions had been detailed for the defence-of Retimo tovm

and airfield,

of the Georgopoulis beaches against a possible eneiqy landing.

When there were no signs of any such landings at Georgopoulis

these two Battalions ’were transferred to Canaa.

between Retimo airfield and Headquarters \7ere cut, by the

and two more Australian' Battalions to the defe

Communicati

nce

ons

/German

(16) ■ Plight Lieutenant Hubbard supplied this information.
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German occupation of the church on the road between the town and

the airfield on May 20th.

troops on the island v/as only by W/T and en clair.

21st an attempt was made to dislodge the enemy from his position

by co-ordinated attacfe upon him from both sides, but the attempt

After that, communication with the

On the

failed.

During these days the enemy had been steadily reinforcing

the area to the south-east of the airfield. The garrison of

the airfield v/as in serious danger of being cut off.

night of the 27th/28th the Navy, at great risk, sent in to the'

garrison a motor landing craft with rations and medical stores,

but its position vras untenable, particiiLarly after the general

collapse of the defence of the island.

On the

The difficulty was hov/

to communicate to the garrison the order to evacuate, in such a

way that it should not be knovm to the enemy,

sent from Egypt which was instructed to drop the ga.rrison the

order to evacuate from Plaka Bay.

An aircraft w

The aircraft took off but

as

v/as never heard of again, and the fate of the garrison at Retimo

is not knovm. It included one R.A.P. officer and eleven other

ranks.

Air Marshal Tedder's Stocktaking

In all these operations the E.A.P. played no part of

importance, nor were they able to play any part in the defence of

the naval vessels vrhich attempted to bring stores and

reinforcements to the defenders. Among these vessels

casualties v/ere severe.

"Have held stocktakirg on Crete" Air Marshal Tedder reported

to G.A.S, on May 30th.

some valuable results the cost has been heavy in relation to

Sorry to say that though effort has had

A.O.C.-in-C.

59A.

strength, especially?- in Blenheims. Blenheim dawn and dusk

raids in particu3.ar ha-ve been expensive, both in Crete and on

return to Desert, and no doubt I am to blame in not keeping .

Total aircraft losses in Crete up to

/date

tighter rein on Collishaw.
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date have heen 47, of which 30 between 20th and 27th.(^7)

Stopped all day action over Crete other than receo on 28th, except

SlCIiET.

an attempt to drop messages Retimo yesterday which fear failed".

R.A.P. Casualties

Of the 6l8 E.A.P. personnel who vrere engaged in the battle

of Crete, 36I returned to 3gypt and 257 vrere casualties in

Out of the 28,000 Imperial troops on the island, 14,580Crete.

were evacuated. It is not possible to say xvhat number of the

rest either of R.A.P. or of the military, v/ere killed or v/ounded.

The enemy losses liave been estimated at twelve to fifteen

thousand, including a high proportion killed,

casualties, in anti-invasion operations and evacuation combined,

The total naval

were 3 battleships and one aircraft-carrier damaged, three

Giaiisors and six destroyers sunk. Six cruisers and eight

(18)
destroyers and the special service ship Glenroy vrere damaged.

(17) i.e. in all operations in any way connected \yith the Cretan

campaign, whether over Crete, the sea, Greece or the

Dodecanese. See Appendix D. The figure as finally agreed

v/as 2f4 in April and May combined,

i.e. from May 14th oramrds the losses were 38.

In the campaign proper.

See Appendix S.

(18) See Appendix A.
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LES301© OF THE GAjJPAIGH

The criticisms of the campaign are, from tlie nature of

Of the R.A.F. the mostthings, mainly military criticisms,

important thing to say is that it was not there, and it was not

there not because of any failure of the men on the spot nor

even of the authorities in the Middle East, but because the

aircraft, and still more the airfields, did not at that date

let even if it were granted that without fighter

support a successful military defence of Crete against the

Germans was impossible, it vTould not follow from that either

that the campaign was without point or that any detailed

There vrere not the overriding

exist.

criticisms of it were otiose.

political reasons for fighting in Crete that there were for

Prom the political point of viev/ we

might have evacuated Crete ,at the same time that we evacuated

all the other Greek islandvS, but our major purpose in all the

campaigns of that date was to delay the enemy and thus to

disarrange his time-table, and, just as the Greek campaign had,

in spite of this failure, a military,importance in that it did

so delay the enemy and cost him casualties, thus preventing him

from other conquests further afield, so the Cretan campaign,

failure as it too v/as in its turn, can be justly defended on tliis

ground and its conduct rightly criticised if it can be shown

that T.'e could in any way, even with our limited resources, have

delayed the Germans longer or inflicted upon them more

fighting in Greece.

casualties.

said J,£r. Churchill in the House"There are some, I see,"

of Commons on June 6th, 1%.1,

fight without superior, or at least ample, air support, and ask

YiTho say tiiat we should never

'When will this lesson be learned?' But suppose you cannot

Must you, if you cannot have this essential andhave it?

desirable air support, yield important key points one after

The further question arises a,s to what Vfould happenanother?

if you allovred the enemy to advance and overrun without

/ costG.55,286.
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cost to himself the most precj.ous and valuable strategic points?

Suppose we had never gone ■ to G-reece and had never attempted to

Suppose we had

simply resigned territory and strategic islands to them vd.thout

Might they not at this stage in the campaign of 1941

already be masters of Syria and Iraq and preparing themselves for

In a world of speculation tvro.things at

least are certain - that the Germans captured Crete by airborne

'fhere vrould the Germans be now?defend Crete.'

I
a fight;

advance into Persia?"an

invasion and that they never a.gain attempted to capture anyiiThere

The price that we made them pay Yiras, it seems,else by these means.

deterrent.

Prior Expectations

In criticising the Cretan campaign, as in criticising the

Greek campaign, it is right to ask, while avoiding any Yvish to

be wise after the event, how those in authority'' could have expected

things to turn out other than they did, the forces on both sides

But \7hile in Greece there is a certainbeing what they were,

ground for bringing this charge of over-optimism against leaders

on the spot, in Crete the military leaders - General Maitland

TiTilson, Major-General Preyberg and Major-General Weston -

from the first pessimistic although, rightly, they did not

Air Chief Marsh^al Longmore also

"Have just seen Prime Minister's

Y/ere,

publicise their pessimism,

emphasised the difficulties,

signal to Vfavell of to-day's date",^ he signalled on April l?th,

"in YYhich position regarding Crete (i.e. that it must be held)

A.0.C./14

12A

Quite realise importa.nce of holding Crete, but heavy

air commitment is involved if 'sufficiently effective to satisfy

naval requirement for Suda Bay and to enable Greek Government

to continue functioning from there.

IS given.

IvJy A.401 of April 17th to

you describes Cretan aerodrome limitations".

At present only tYYo aerodromes available,

Former not fit for heavily loaded

Latter extremely

A.401 said -

Maleme and Heraklion.

Blenheims and very limited dispersal capacity.

A.O.C.-

in-C./2

69A

/vulnerable
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vulnerable to low attack from raiders. New aerodromes being

prepared Pediada fifteen miles south-east Candia cannot be ready

Immediate prospect is that very limited '

aerodrome facilities Crete vfill be fully occupied in connection

till end of May.

with air protection to shipping during evacuation from Greece

if decided upon".

signalled Air ChiefA.O.C. - I intend to fly Crete tomorrow,

in-C./2 Marshal Longmore on April 21st "to estimate clTance of being able

to provide sufficient effective fighter defence -

(a) to enable Navy to use Suda Bay under new conditions

which will exist, and

(b) to justify establishment of Greek Government there

7U

if they decide to .move.

Such air commitments might well involve heavy wastage in fighter

aircraft through gro\md attack from Dodecanese and Greece", TheA.O.C.

result of his investigation was that "there should bein-C. Pt. I

reasonable chance of keeping Suda Bay usable by Navy by one2A 24.4.41

Hurricane squadron vrith 100 per cent reserve pilots and

I have toldreplacement rate' 100 per cent per month• • • • •

G.O.C. Crete question is whether possible to keep Hurricane

squadron up to strength against heavy wastage in addition to

In meantime, Nos.30 and 203 Blenheim fighterLibyan commitments.

squadrons and No. 112 Gladiator squadron are doing their best from

I'4aleme and Heraklion, to provide some degree of air protection to

ships coming from Greece and to Crete itself".

No charge of complacency before the event, therefore,

leaders in the Middle East.

can

lie against the military or R.A.P.

It was vrell understood on both sides that all that the R.A.P.

degree of convoy protection duringcoiold in any way promise vra.s a

There was no concealment,the evacuation from Greece to Crete.

that vdth resources as they were it was from the first quite

doiibtful whether they would be able to play any effective part in

All depended on thethe defence of Crete against a German attack,

ight which the enemy vfould be found able to throw into that

/attack.

we
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attack. There was as little illusion about the limits of the

support which, things being as they v/ere, the E.A.P. could offer to

the Navy.

G-eneral Position in liiddle East

Again, it is important to remember that up till April 19A1 we

were in possession of the African coastline as far as Benghazi but

that the German offensive in Greece- coincided vdth the German

offensive in North Africa which drove us back beyond the Egyptian

A glance at the map will show that the defence of

Crete v/as made enormously more difficult once the Germans were in

frontier.

possession of Cyrenaica, Air Marshal Tedder emphasised this in a

Position", he wrote, "is that now we

are pushed back to bases in Western Desert the only aircraft v/hich

have the necessary range (to provide recce cover for the ships of

His ivlajesty's Navy) have'been certain Mary lands off French

signal to C.A.S. on May l6th - C.O.S.

Signals

16. 5.41

contract which have long range tanks. There were originally seven.

V/e have two left, of which one is serviceable. The standard

Maryland can only cover required radius by refuelling Heraklion.

The reccos to-day had to- -be done bjr a standard Maryland and

aircraft is nov/ at Heraklion. V/ith repeated air attacfe which ■

have taken place and are to be exiiected on Heraklion, to maintain

a recce in such manner is precarious,

priorities but of practicability,

.having to operate'in an area literally surrounded by enemy air

It is not question of

Situation is that Fleet is nov/-

bases at which are stationed large numbers of various types enemy

aircraft, includirg fighters, bombers, torpedo carriers and

reconnaissance, and, moreover, an enemy considerably more efficient

The Fleet is operating in the centre of the

ring, and so far as effective and secure air bases are concerned we

are outside the ring.

than the Italian.

Once we can operate from Cyrenaica,

reconnaissance cover can be given but until tlxat  I find it

difficult to see any satisfactory solution. The Iferyland, even

with long range tanks,- is not really suitable, navigation

facilities being poor and speed inadequate, as recent casualties

/indicate.
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indicate, We have successfully improvised two or three long

range Hurricanes for photographic recce, and I have considered

possibility of using them but lack of navigational facilities,

impossibility of getting accurate positions, courses, etc., from

pilot of single-seater rules it out in my opinion. The only

ultimate remedies I can see are - first, recovery of bases in

second, provision of squadron of high speed, long

range (at least 1,500 miles) aircraft, if sucli aircraft exist and

are available;

Cyrenaica;

third, provision of long range photo single-seater

aircraft for recce of harbours in Aegean. Would welcome any

suggestions for immediate improvement based on experience in Home

waters, but clearly our problem very much more difficult".

A.O.C.- C.A.S. could only reply - There are no aircraft in Service

in-C.3U with greater range and speed than Marylands and suitable for sea

reconnaissance in conditions required. Regular reconnaissance o17.5.41 f

distant areas is, therefore, entirely beyond our resources but I

you will make utmost effort to perform vital specific

tasks at critical periods, for example before "Scorcher" (the

German inva-sion of Crete), accepting risks refuelling Heraklion,

also using Malta and employing Blenheims if necessary,

no ultra'long range Spitfires available before July,

possible to send you six Coastal Command Bleriheim TVs next week but

doubt if they will do any better than your own."

Limitations of Possible Air Sup-port to Mavy

Air Marshal Tedder, in a letter to Admiral Cunningham written

on May 15, made clear the narrow limitations of support which the

I have been trying to find a

solution to-what is actually an insoluble problem, i, e. the

am sure

Regret

It might be

R.A.F, could offer to the Wa-vy.D0/AIffi,/6.

hOA

business of trying to provide you with the reconnaissances you

need for the impending Crete operations. The position is, of

course, that you are now having to op>erate in waters quite literally

surrounded by enemy air bases from which shore-based aircraft are

That in itself cuts out the employment of Sunderlands

which have the range necessary for the role.

operating.

The only bases we

/have
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have from 'I'ifhich to operate shore-based aircraft are those in

the Western Desert, a preca.rious base in Malta (three Glenn

Martins were knocked out on the ground there last night) and the

still more preca.rious one at Heraklion (we have been out of W/t

touch with Heraklion since 5 a.m, this morning so cannot tell

v/hether it is still usable). Out of the five long range Glenn

Martins with trained G.R. crews which I had in Egypt I have lost

three in the last fortnight. At this moment I have one

available. I fully recognize the vital importance of

reconnaissance to your operations and I am ordering a recce

from the Western Desert to extend to a line south of Zante

by 1000 hours tomorrows If Malta ha.ve a serviceable aircraft

and crew available they Ydll carry out a recce from Malta

early in the day to the north of Cephalonia. I am also telling

Crete to ca.Try out a visual recce of Monemvasia v/ith a

Hurricane if they can still operate from Maleme. It may be

tHat v/e are doing this a day too early but I gather from

(19)
Norman that jnu feel it is important to cover the possibility

of a seaborne attack on the 17th. Y/hether one will be able to

repeat it on the following dajr one literally cannot tell until

This may appear pretty meagre

provision, but I hope you \dll take it as the widow's mite

v/hich, in fa.ct, it is.”

one Icnows how things go.

Opinion at Home

In Crete it is against the .strategical masters at home

that the charge of over-optimism miJist be brought, if it must

"So complete is our information", thought

"that it appears to present heaven-sent

be brought at all.

the Chiefs of Staff",

C.O.S.Signals

98. 9.5.41

opportunity of dealing enemy heav^' blov;". The Chiefs of Staff

signalled to the Commanders-in-Chief on May 10 - "The following

/suggestions

(19) Captain Norman was Naval Liaison Officer at H.Q., M.H.
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suggestions are put forward for your consideration but without

knov/ledge of local conditions which do not possess we cannot

judge whether or not these ideas will be of vs-lue to you.

initial landing of parachute troops takes place there appear to be

tv/o alternatives -

(a) To allovj’ enemy to become well committed to-normal

sequence of landing operations by giving impression

of weakness of defence in early stages,

(b) Killing or capturing all parachutists as quickly as

possible and. then layi.ng out on aerodromes the marks

c-arried by Germans to showr that operations of

parachutists liave been successful.

However desirable it is to kill Germans it must not be forgotten

that our object is to prevent the enemy from taking the island,

and whether (a) or (b) is adopted there should be no hesitation

in providing additional troops and, if possible,  a few tanks from

Egypt for counter-attacking in strength,

to disembark some tanks loaded on the deck of Clan Lament

When

It might be possible

immediately she arrives at i^lexandria and send them at once

to Crete. Air action, particularly before dawn, against

emplaning points might be most effective. Possibility

should be considered of a naval feint, e.g. threat of coast

bombardment in North Africa which would permit naval forces,

by altering course in darkness, to intervene against enemy

Arrangements must be made in advance for

s

c ommunications.

ea

rapid repair of aerodromes to enable air reinforcements to

operate at later stages. Ify 62817 22.L summarises inportant

points to be observed in local defence arrangements biit these

may have to be modified in, the interests of deception,

may be used by enemy to cover parachute landing which wrill

probably be preceded immediately by machine-gunning and intense

dive-bombing on all obvioiis Ack-ack and ground defences and

No doubt 3^0u have considered use of dummy

defences and duiimy aircraft on aerodromes to draw fire, and dummy

/or

Smoke

fighter aircraft.
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or light obstacles on aerodromes to force parachutists to land and

Also the use of armed motor boats to counter-attackclea.r them. C.O.S.Signals

Any additional information of probable planlandings from sea. 101.

will be telegraphed immediately". The C.-in-C. replied on the 10.5.41.

'Had already arranged to send six infantry tanks andsa.rae day -

These should arrive within next fewfifteen liglit tanks to Crete.

Have reinforced island with artillerydays if all goes well.

Army and R.A.l'. Staff.and am sending additional equipment.

officers go Crete immediately to discuss defence plan which is

Your suggestions will be xmt beforenot easy for several reasons.

Ha’/e full confidencePreyberg but details must be left to him. Ibid

in him and his trooi^s.

Criticisms of Air Policy

The Naval authorities in the Middle East were before the

battle, if anything, even more conscious of the difficulties

of the tasks assigned to them than vrere the soldiers and the

the authorities at home were moreairmen, but there again

optimistic, nor had it been foreseen that the battle of'Crete

vrould take place at a time when the Navj* in the Mediterranean

was already more than fully occupied in the protection of a

convoy which was making its ‘way tlu’ough to the T/estern Desert.

The Chiefs of Staff signalled on.May 11 - "Note that General

Mavell states that your information points to insufficient

sea-going shipping left Aegean for large-scale seaborne

C.O.S.

Signals

102

In this connection our information is that ifoperations.

sinlcings of enemy merchs-nt ships 8,t the rate of recent

months are continued a position of considerable embarrassment

to the Axis Powers may stortly arise".

There was, of course, a lot of military, naval and

political criticism, informed and uninformed, of the lack

of air support given to the troops and the ships. C.A.S. A.O.C.-

signalled to Air Marshal Tedder on May 28 - "Have been infomied

unofficially that Ambassador (i.e. the British Ambassador to

in-C. 41A
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Sgyp'fcj Sir Miles Larapson) is expressing serious concern at what

■ is regarded as our neglect or failure to provide adequate air

forces for Mideast, resulting in Army ha\dng to fight in Greece

and Crete without adequate air support,

that have been made and are being ms.de to overcome difficulties

You know the efforts

and to raise repair above v/astage. You also know that our

inability to afford adequa.te support to our troops in Greece

and Crete was mainly due to other factors having nothing to do

with numbers. Suggest you might with advantage see Larapson

and perhaps also New Zealand Prime Minister and inform them

generallj'- of the recent and prospective improvement in your air

strength, explaining to them reasons for inadequate air support in

Crete and Greece and your prospects for future operations in

Libya".

A.O.C. - Air Marshal Tedder replied - "Ambassador told me

in-C.52A yesterday he had communicated home on these lines. I told him

29.5. a. frankly he had been misinformed.- I exp)lained the factors which

have led to the present situa.tion and think he imderstood and

appreciated them. I also explained what was being done to

increase our strength. Tfill make a point of explaining

situation to him jperiodically. I have also spoken to

(20)
Fraser on these lines.

"There is", wrote Air Marshal Tedder,

a first-class hate working up in the Army agaj.nst the Royal

as I expected.

Air Force for ha.ving let them do%vn’ in Greece and Crete.

Wavell is very v/orried about it and is doing his best to

A.O.C. -in-C. stanp on it. But I am not sure that even nov/ the real

reasons for the lack of air support are appreciated in higherto V.C.A.3.

30A 3.6.41. places in the Array here. , Air Marshal Tedder thrashed the

matter out very thoroughly in an argument with Admiral

/Mountba tte n.

(20) The Prime Minister of New Zealand, who was at that time

in Egypt.
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Mountbatten. He reported back to C.A.S. - "Jiave just had long

discussion with Mountbatten v/ho is bringing this home. He has

A.O.C. -in-C.

57A 31.5.41.

been round discussing things with everyone and,

knoviT, v^ras in the recent'operations in the Aegean and got blown out

of the sea, or rather into it, by a JU.87.

extensively on the subject of air support both to the Navy and the

Army in Greece, the Aegean and Crete,

despite an extensive smoke screen raised in^other quarters in

getting him to realise that the fundamental reason for the lack of

you probablyas

He has heckled me

I think I liave succeeded

air support was the failure to hold the necessary air bases,

also heckled me on the ability of the Hun to

esta.blish and operate from forward bases.

fa.ctor, and a vital one,

which he possessed.

forviard qumove

I said that of c

ms the large numbers of transport

He

ickly and

ourse one

aircraft

I also pointed out that in fact he possessed

large numbers of JU.52s because he had built up, before we did, a

very large bomber force of which the JU.52 was the backbone. He

thus had large numbers of obsolete bombers for transport, a.nd was *

to continue useful production of this type,

out another vital factor, which was the fact that stocks of some

2,000 tons of 87 octane fuel at Athens

able
I also pointed

were not destroyed (l have

reason to believe tint the order cancelling the destruction of

(21),this fuel was given by General Heywood,

able to get evidence of this).

but I have not yet been

A third line of attack in which he

has been extensiveIjr primed by the Array is the fa.ct tlrat

not got the close support bombers and the close support organisa

tion for wr or king with forward troops.

■vre have

A.11 the evidence on this

point comes from Greece and Crete It is of course true

that vre have nothing like the highly refined organisation v/hich

the Hun has developed for communicating betvreen close support

aircraft and forward troops but Mountbatten's deduction is that

the Army should have their ovm Air Force for close support and
/Army

(21) Head of the British Military Mission in Athens up to the
evacuation of Greece.
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I told him I did not see how vre couldArray co-operation.

conceivably afford the luxury of dividing up our available

Air Forces into penny packets.

Lack of Air Bases

Sven from Field Marshal Wave 11 himself Air Marshal Tedder

did not receive that full appreciation of the problem for which

He had to canplain somewhat stronglj'' of the Fieldhe ha.d hoped.A.O.G. -in-C.

I have Just seen MideastMarshal's inte3.-p)retation of events.

69893 dated 3-6 to C.I.G.S. from General Wave11", he wrote to

It is'ver3i' unfortunate that this signal with its wideC.A.S.

65A 4. 6. 41.

circulation should have been issued Vvithout discussion or

reference to me and I feel I must,record that in my opinion

the second sentence in para.9 (ascribing the defeat in Crete'to

As I have emphasised againlack of air support) is misleading,

and again, our inability to provide fighter defence and other

air action was due primarily to the loss of the essential air

The aerodromes on Crete itself were deliberatelybases.

limited so that the available ground defences could be

These ground defences proved utterly inadequate

not onl;/ to enable us to use the aerodromes ourselves but even to

prevent the enemy from seizing them and using them himself,

concerned not so much in accurate post-mortem on Crete as in

grave danger that incorrect conclusions raaj'' be drawn from those

operatioiis and. one of the fundamental principles of air

operations be obscured or forgotten,

this signal, and I understand that ftirther report on Crete vd-11

concentrated.

Am

General Y/avell has seen

cover tills uoint.

Air Marshal Tedder continued to insist again that the

root defect was not lack of aircraft so much as lack of air

There is, and undoubtedly will be more, loose talk",

about the alleged lack of air support

I am taking line that root of situation is

/secure

bases.

he signalled to G.A.S.

Greece and Crete.
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We failed to clean up Dodecanese and failed A.O.C.-secure air bases.

As a result enemy air in-C, 54A.to secure our air bases in Larissa plain.

operations based on increasingly mde 'front whereas ours 30.5.41

increasingly cramped till finally two remaining aerodromes

untenable and out of range of effective support from Africa.

This campaign is primarily a battle for aerodromes".

R.A.F. and the 'Navy

There were also differences betvTeen the Air and the Naval

authorities and complaints of each against the other. These A.O.C.-

vfas, for instance, a complaint of the ina.Gcessibility of

Admiral Cunningham, always either at sea or at Alexandria vfhen

"It is, of course, sheer

that vital decisions like

other headqurarters were at Cairo,

lunacy", wrote A.ir Ivlarshal Tedder,

in-C., to

V.G.A.S.

29A

this (the decision about the Sphakia evacuation) where the

29.5.41

three Services are deeply concerned, should have to be made at

tvro places some 125 miles apart".

Admiral Cunningham's inacessibility in Naval circles ps vrell.

complained of the signal 'lag' and

said that v/hen the Gommander-in-Chief is conducting operations

There was criticism of

(22)
Rear-Admiral Rawlings Battle

Summary No. 4

from on shore there should be"far more signal lines etc. Admiralty

Page 18.complaints against theThe story of Admiral Cunningham

R.A.P. and of Air Marshal Tedder's reply to them is given in

A.O.C.-"On the 4thanother letter from Air Marshal Tedder to V.C.A.S.

we had one of our periodical C.

a propos of the fighter cover to the Fleet for the evacuation of

Cunningham,in-C's meetings in-C. to

V.G.A.S.

Crete, raised the whole question of a special group allocated,

the burden of his argument beingfor work with the Fleet,

33A

11,6.41.

that -

(a) there were not sufficient air forces out here;

(b) the forces available to supxDort the Fleet were quite

inadequate; and

(c) the forces for Fleet co-operation must-do that and

nothing else.

/I

(22) Comimnding 7th Ci-uiser Squadron, composed of H.M.S,

Orion, H.M.S. Ajax and H.M.A.3. Perth.
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I pointed out that inadeqoiacy of forces to meet new commitments

did not by any means apply only to the air forces, that the beam

in the Naval eye as regards submarines and light craft generally,

might well be removed before Navel surgeons investigated the

mote in the air force eye as regards the shortage of long range

fighters (the need for which arose from a threat v/hich the Navy

had consistently ref^used to admit until thejr had heavy losses of

ships) .All the same we must face the fact that the naval

situation in Eastern Mediterranean has at long last completely

changed and has now become what -we have for years been prophesyin

and they have stubbornly been refusing to credit, until they

• « • «

O’
oj.

lost half their Fleet in deliberately putting their head into a

hornet's nest bj'- day. As I see it, control of sea

commvinications in the Eastern Mediterranean has now got to be

done by air or not at all.

and staying at sea under

Cunningham envisages going to sea

fighter umbrella, I am enclosina. g

a copy of a letter I have had from Gmningham to-day.

whole I think it is, from the Naval point of view, a fairljr sane

document.

On the

There are, of course, misstatements The present

As regards the Army, it is largely asituation is fantastic.

question of educated soldiers.

Ife-leme, the Key-Point

The enemy had, as in all ca.mp8.igns of tiiat date, a

superiority not only of numbers but of interior lines of

commurd.cations. Yfe had few airfields, and the size and bad '

communications of Crete would have made it impossible to prepare,

a defensive system‘similar to that of this country in the Battle

of Britain even had the aircraft been available and the labour been

undertaken in time. On the other hand, Crete, if  a smaller island

than Great Britain, is a larger island than Ifelta and the story of

Malta forbids us from saying that a successful defence was

impossible if it could not be in depth.

/The
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The main attack was on Maleme airfield. Here the defence

consisted of perimeter defence, with general and local reserves

which were imraoMle owing to lack of transport,

concrete works and,the troops were insufficiently dug in owing

There were no

Stocks of wire were insufficient to wire allto lack of tools.

six static and fourTen Bofors guns were mounted,positions,

mobile, but, since their effective range is only some 800 yards,

it was necessary to site them near the edge of the airfield if

The German 'plan was, first.they were to cover it efficiently.

the air in general, then, by consistentto obtain command of

attack on the anti-aircraft gunners to destroy their morale.

During the week when this attack wn.s being delivered, hardly a

Thirdly, came the phase ofbomb fell on the landing grounds.

the first parachute and airborne landings, whose object was to

The fourth phase wasestablish themselves on the airfield.

that of the reinforcement of the first landings, when the object

to overwhelm the defenders bj?- sheer weight of nuunbers.was

These tactics proved successful at Maleme, where the defenders

were troops already shaken by their eixperiences in Greece,'

Hiey did not prove successful at Heraklion- and Hetimo.

As things v;ere in the Cretan campaign, there was no v/ay

of stopping the Germans from enjo3''ing a general superiority

in the air, nor, if they could destroy the morale of the

anti-aircraft gunners was there much chance of stopping them

from proceeding from the second to the third and foirrth

It was in the second phase that they must be challengedphases.

if they were to be ■‘challenged successfully.

Possibilities of Ground Defence to Air Attack

Military opinion at that time was very defeatist about

even the possibility of soldiers standing up to intense aerial

"It TTiust be admitted", v/rote Major General T/eston,attack.

Battle ■

SunuT:\ary

No. k"that under these conditions it is a matter of extreme

Page klcrews to stand up to their guns, and1difficulty to get guns

it is doubted wrhether on the' day of the attack the Bofors

/defenceG. 55 ,-286.
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defence reached anything approaching its fiiLl efficiency,
general it is the moral effect of air blitzing which puts

In

the

guns out of action and not the casualties incurred. At Malems,

after several days strafing, culminating on the 19th, only one
N.C.O. had been killed and three other ranks wounded. At only

one site (bt. John's Hill) were casualties serious, and here

they reached twenty out of a hundred, The effect produced on

troops appears out of all proportion to the actual damage
inflicted, It appears clear that the casualties produced by

air action are negligible in comparison Tidth the effort expended.

Ifechine-gunning from the air is usually quite ineffective and, as

regards bombing, the only serioi:e casualties appear to have been

produced vdien bombs of the heaviest calibre were used,

last war, troops endured with fortitude

In the

much greater dangers, and

casualties incomparably greater than those inflicted by air action,

yet in Crete air action had produced a state of nerves in troops

v/hich seriously interfered with operations and movements both by
day and night. It is considered of the first importance that

the training of the soldier should be such as to discount the.

moral effect of the air and to impress on him the comparatively

small risk he runs from it".

In general Major General Weston reports "One important point

that emerges from the recent operations is that no A.A.

position is.immune from glider or parachute attack,

consequence, it should be the established practice for all A.A.

and coast positions to be wired as soon as established, and for

all personnel in the batterjr to be provided with small arras,

large proportion of them being 'Tommy guns

handier and quicker than rifles in dealing ¥/ith short range

A supply of hand and rifle grenades would also be

invaluable for dislodging small parties of the enemy established

close to a position".

or coast

In

a

since these are

attacks.

Battle Siaramary

No. 4 p.42.

/Field
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Field Marshal Wavell's Lessons

The C.-in-C. Middle East sTormied up the lessons of tlie

campaign in a signal of June 6, 1941, as follows

Aerodromes "being enemy main o’bjective must be

organised for all-round defence (including pill

boxes), specia.lly as parachutists may drop behind

Defences, including artillery, must be

Artillery in sites v/ith cover proved

more useful than those in open mth all-round field

(a)

defences.

in depth.

Battle

Summary

No. 2^

Page 521-

of fire.

(b) All ranks of all arms must be armed v/ith rifles and

bayonets and high proportion of tommy guns to protect

themselves,, and in the case of artillery, their

guns.

(c) By day it should be easy to deal with parachutists,

but it must be remembered that parachutist may land at

night, and secure an aerodrome. Main problem is to

deal Yfith enemy airborne troops, and

impossible to be strong eveiywhere, there must be

it isas

strong mobile reserves, centrally placed, preferably

Vifith tanks.

(b) Defence must be offensive. Immediate acti.on by

mobile reserve;s essential to prevent enemy settling

dovm, and in order to secure quick action, good

system of intercomiiTunication is vital. De lay

may allow enemy air to prevent movement,

(e) During bombing phase, A/A and L.M.&s should remain silent

unless required to protect ovm aircraft on the ground,

(f) a/a lay-out should haclude dummy A/A guns and

Positions of A/A guns shouldalternative positions.

be continually changed.

/(g)
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(g) Arrangements must be made quickly to render

aerodromes liable to attack temporarily unfit for

landing,

(h) Equally important to quick action of mobile reserve

is position of fighter aircraft support, the

existence of v/hich mi^at prevent any airborne

landing from succeeding, or at least reduce enemy

effort."

Incidental Lessons

Whether the defence of Crete was a forlorn hope or not, it

is nevertheless important to consider incidental lessons which

Among the criticisms, it has been

suggested that it Yfould have been well had there been a clearer

understanding whether it was our hope to use Cretan airfields

If the first.

can be learnt from it.

ourselves or merely to deny their use to the enemy.

we clearly needed to make them as good as possible, and if the

In any event, when there is asecond, a.s vulnerable a.s possible,

danger of an airfield falling into enemy hands the airfield should.

suggested the Inter-Services Committee, be charged with

demolition charges which should make it possible to render it

button at the moment of

Page

' unserviceable by the 'pressing of

The landing of troop-carriers on the Maleme beaches

on the 20th was certainly costly, and perhaps prohibitively

costly, to the Germans, and they might not have been able to '

continue their attack, had it not been possible for them to

sv/itch their carriers the next day to the airfield.

C5.

evacuation.

In the

land that could possibly be used as a landing ground

'Pull petrolG/Capt. Beamish sa^^s

same way an}^

barrels were also located on the aerodrome (of Maleme), covered

should have been obstructed.

Beamish

by machine-gun fire so that they could be ignited on transport

Unfortunately they do not seem to have 'beenaircraft landing.

Despatch

Page 6

/ignited
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ignited v?hen the aircraft did land. Major Hanson of the New

(23)Zealand Royal Engineers,

report on the campaign,

mistake was made in not making the (Maleme) aerodrome

unsuitable for landing planes".

criticised this omission

I  still feel he wrote that

in his

a major

The second reconmenda.tion of the Inter-Services Committee,

is that, where there is danger of enemy capture, landing-grounds

should be as small as possible,

defend and it vrould also be more difficult for the enemy, when he

seized them, to land troops and equipment at the same time.

Heraklion v/as reduced to its flight paths bj' the Judicious

disposition of barrels, and Heraklion was never captm-ed.

The third recommendation was that petrol and ammunition

dumps should be so dispersed that, if one dump is captured,

alternative supplies could be obtained fran another.

They would then be easier to

Fourthly, they recommended overheaud cover, and possibly

even underground hangars for aircraft on the ground in place

of the protective pens which were built at Heraklion and

Male me.

Fifthly, they recommended that all R.A.F. personnel be trained,

if necessary, to take part in airfield defence and issued a

vmming against the confusion caused by similarity of the blue of

R.A.F. uniform to the German uniform colour in the thick of

battle. No, 220 A.H.E.S., for instance, was fired on by the

Black Watch in mistake during the evacuation and cas^ialties

were caused.

G/Cpt. Beamish in his despatch argues for the necessity of

deep di^-outs around the perimeter of an airfield to be defended,

or a large number of scattered posts in the vicinity of the

airfield, ready to wipe out parachutists, whenever thej'- may drop,

/and

(23) Airborne Invasion by John Hetherington. Allen and

Unwin, p. 51.
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and for strong mobile forces in the neighbourhood, ready to be

throvm. into the battle Tifhenever needed,

doubtless ideally sound,

troops nor the equipnent existed.

All these arguments are

Unfortunately in Crete neither the

The German Tactics

Since b^'' May 19 the enem^^ had both carried out  a thorough

reconnaissance of Crete and also driven our fighters off the

island, his air task in the campaign was a straight-forward one.

The main feature of the German tactics was the employBient of

low-flying aircraft in support of air-bome and parachute troops.

Each day's operation was preceded by an air reconnaissance at

davm to establish the positions of our guns and troops,

attack or landing vra.s ever made until this reconnaissance had been

carried out.

No

The Germans generally attacked anti-aircraft positions with

bombs and machine-guns from several sides at once,

seems to show tha.t casualties from machine-guns were few, but they

The evidence

performed very effectively the part for which they were designed,

which was to demoralize the anti-aircraft crews,  a demoralisation

which was greatly helped by the technique of the simultaneous

attack from many directions. For the most part the Germans used

small bombs, biit included some 250 Kg and possibly some 500 Kg,

By varying the size of the bombs they made it impossible for our

troops to know beforehand how much damage to expect and thus

helped to weaken morale. For, the same reason they also used a

number of screeming bombs and fitted some of their aircraft

with screeming devices. No incendiaries were used. The

percentage of dud bombs was low.

The Germans frequently dropped supplies and equipment bj^

paraciiutes. The containers sometimes had detachable wheels and

a handle y/hich could be fixed on in order to convert it into a

small cart. Troops on the ground sent up white Verey-light

signal cartridges and used signal strips to indicate dropping

positions, and our troops, observing this, sometimes imitated these

/signals
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signals and thus had enemy supplies dropped to them,

among glider troops were very high, if ever the^' came within

Casualties

rifle or machine-gun range, owing to their slow rate of descent.

Some parachutists fired tommy guns from the air, but such fire was

ineffective and inaccurate and parachutists had the initial handicap,

as opposed to glider and airborne troops, that they had to collect

Casualties among them were also high.their equipment on landing.

The landings v/ere only successful for the Germans because they had

so great a superiority of numbers and such admirable morale that

Sven so, they could not havethey could afford heavy casualties,

been successful had not the German air supremacy made it possible

for the troops to land under air cover.

German Ruthlessness

It is oftenA further interesting reflection is suggested.

stated, almost as a truism, that with complete air superiority

the Germans were bound to succeed in the end provided that they

went on long enough and provided that they did not care how many

But it may well becasualties they suffered in the process,

asked whether any other nation than the German - and perhaps the

Japanese and the Russian - would be capable of using its troops

in this v/ay for the sake of victory, would be capable of sending

glider after glider packed with men to almost certain death,

that, as it was, there v/ere
(24)

Mr. Hetherington alleges

mutinies among embarking Austrian troops in Athens,

well be so, though the evidence is not compelling,

superficial comment is that if the Geimans can do this and

others cannot do it then the Germa.ns will win in the end, but

It may

The

experience has proved in this, as in the last war, that the

exact opposite is the truth in the long rim.

the brutal treatment of men as if they were cattle - demands its

psychological price, and it is because they behave thus that the

/Germans

Ruthless inhumanity -

(24) Airborne Invasion, P. 8I.
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Germans crack in the end and are found, to have less staying

power than other nations who, even amid the horrors of -war,

preserve a certa.in fu.ndamental regard for humanity. Ruthlessness,

in the long run, does not pay.

Aircraft Dispersal

Brigadier Salishury-Jones, in a report on suggested mistakesA.O.C/9/91A

17. 6. 41 in the Greek and Cretan campaigns, criticised the lack of

dispersal of aircraft on airfields in both campaigns. He wrote

The only case of which I can speak from personal knowledge is

that of Malome aerodrome. I visited this aerodrome shortly after

my arrival in Crete and I wa.s horrified to see the amount of

aircraft on the aerodrome without any protection at all. To the

best of my knowledge there had been an effort to conceal a few in

the neighbouring olive groves and there were some in pens, a very

few".Ibid Air Chief Marshal Longmore commented - "These v^ere aircraft

being evacuated from Greece - including Greelcs and Yugoslavs

probably". "So far as I remember", wrote Brigadier So.lisbury-

we went to Crete in November or December last and noJones,

steps that I ImoYf of were taken to build hangars for aircraft

(dispersion to any degree was impossible in Crete). Such st

Ibid

eps

’would have been palliative, but better than none". Air Chief

Marshal Longmore commented -

Crete if we had been content vri.th strips instead of trying to

There was room for area dispersal inIbid

make Croydons". It must also be added that dispersal is no

remedy where ground defence' is Yfholly inadequate. If the

attacking aircraft can only dash in for a second, drop its bombs.

and then fly off aga.in, it is indeed of the greatest value that the

aircraft on the ground against which the attack is to be delivered

should be properly dispersed, but if the ground defence is

inadequate then the attacker can deliver his attack at leisure

and can hit the aircraft on the ground whether it be dispersed

or not.

/Brigadier
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Brigadier Inp;les ' Viev/s

Brigadier Ingles of the New Zealand Expeditionary Forces,

who had Been in Crete during the battle, had an interesting

discussion on the reasons for the failure there with members of

C.S.11553

the Air Staff on June 17th 1941. Apart from repeating the obvious

points about our general military and air shortage and geographical

difficulties he emphasised the accuracy of the German dive-

bombing and of their concentrated blitz which he ascribed to the

precise and limited nature of the targets selected and the

poorness of our field guns. This was in some contradiction to the

testimony collected by Air Marshal .Tedder from the Greek campaign.

In contrast, the Germans’ general and indiscriminate ground-

strafing caused few casualties, said Brigadier Ingles, but it

prevented movement - #iich was its purpose,

criticised the placing of anti-aircraft guns and defending

The Brigadier

troops round the regular perimeter of the airfield at Maleme,

More use, he thought, should have been made of ca.raouflage and

dispersal, but nothing. in his opinion, could have been

effective if we were not abli to give the airfield proper

fighter cover. V/ith such cover the attack could not have taken

place, let alone succeeded. He did not think very highly either

of German j®.rachutis ts, gliders, or airborne troops. They v/ere

far from invincible or invulnerable, particularly if attacked

immediately on landing. Rit if the enemj/' was not challenged in

the air at all then, he argued, his inevitable success was

assured so long as he was willing to pay the price and to go on

bringing in troops until numbers gave him the victory.

Vfas Defeat Inevitable?

It is, of course, the most interesting question raised by the

whole campaign to decide whether this opinion of Brigadier Ingles,

and many others, of the inevitability of the German victory was

To the question '\Vliether under any circumstances thecorrect.

defence of Crete vi©.s possible one call hardly give a satisfactory

It largely depends on what is meant by 'under anyanswer.

/circumstancesG.55,286.
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and to what extent one is permitted to assume thatcircumstances

lessons which were, in fact, only learnt through experience of

Crete might have been learnt otherwise. It is obvious that the

power in the air required a technique of ground defence against

it, which has now, to a large extent, been acquired but which had

There is little dispute

new

not been acquired in those earlier days,

to-day that it v^/as a psychological mistake to insist so

continuously on the hiding of the soldier in his trench, that much

might have been done by way of attacking the.low-flying

It is easy to be wise after the

more

enemy aircraft with small arras.

But there are at least certain points which can be fairlyevent.

It is sometimes argued that because the enemy only

attacked three points - Maleme - Ganea - Suda,.Heraklion and

Retirno - and only captured the airfield at one of them, therefore

made.

if we had only had more airfields or if ’we had only been able to

defend Maleme vfith fresh troops as at Heraklion and Retimo instead

could have held Maleme and heldof tired evacuees from Greece, we

The arguments are not necessarily conclusive.Cre te. To the

It does not follow that they could notenemy enough Viras enough,

have done more had more been necessary,

Retimo and Heraklion was that because they could not or because

If they did not attack

they preferred to concentrate their effort on the weakest link?

"It is clear also", heGroup Gaptain Beamish though the latter,

that if Retimo had been used extensively this landingv/rote,

Despatch

ground would have suffered an equivalent scale of air attack and

there was no A.A. defence available for it". The scale of the

Page 23

argUed Group Gaptain Beamish, "was sufficient toenemy effortDespatch

undertake very frequent devastating and consistent attacks on a

number of aerodromes on the island, not alone the existing two and

one landing ground, over the period of the operations .

"Waste of bomber effort, which

The

enemy had power and to spare,

Page 22

could have been diverted more profitably elsewhere was obvious

continued bombing of Ganea and Heraklion towns and thein the

attacks on previously .damaged and useless shipping in the Suda Bay

.  /anchorage.
G.55,286.
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Regarding fighter effort, MS. 110s v/ere overancho rage.

objectives in Crete for a considerable period, literally waiting

for some movement on the ground before opening up cannon and

machine-gun fire, and a proportion of this effort could well have

Large numbers of fightersbeen employed against aerodromes,

were also available to escort bombers if opposition v\ras feared and

also .to attack individual aircraft on the ground, or individual

This", argued Group Captaingun defences around aerodromes".

Beamish, "was in itself a justification of the policy of trying

to keep even a few fighters going for as long as possible". But

it viras equally an argument that the position was extremely

It vifas not, ofdifficult when our fighters were vdthdrawn.

course, intended to withdraw them permanently,

intended to bring them back again, and, had Maleme been held for

It was

a few days, they might have been brought back, but with things as

they vrere it is difficult to see hovir they could have been brought

back in such numbers as to prevent them from being driven out

again.

Despatchwrote Group Captain Beamish,"Vfith the enemy scale of attack’

large numbers of defensive fighters would have been necessary to page 23

counter it, and the task was far beyond the capabilities of the few

fighter aircraft remaining and the A.A. defences existing in

No large-scale reinforcements were available". On theCrete.

question whether Crete could have been held without air

defence, whatever doubts may be raised by the experience of

later campaigns. Group Captain Bea.mish was, at any rate at

the time, quite definite that it could not. Additional

'would have Despatchaerodromes and fighter squadrons", he wrote.

delayed the date by which the enemy had achieved this result. Page 24

but a very heavy effort indeed would have been necessary to

Further A.A. guns would have had little effect oncounter it.

the situation".

/Reason

G. 55,286.
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Reason for Lack of Air Bases

If Air Marshal Tedder's contention be admitted - and it can

hardly be seriously denied - that what were needed v/ere more air

bases then it obviously only remains to ask the question 'Would

it have been possible in the months before the German attack, to

have preqjared more airfields'?

would clearly have been to little purpose to have prepared more

airfields unless we had also built more roads.

In that roadless island it

The answer of

fact is clearly that,we did not build more airfields because

during the months of the Greek campaign the authorities did not ;

foresee the fate that av/aited Crete, perhaps, also,, the Inter-

Services Committee are justified to some extent in their complaint

of slackness. But, even had all been foreseen, and had.there not

been the obstacle of -winter-weather would it- have been wise to have

directed labour and materials from other tasks - for only thus

could they have been obtained - for the building of more Cretan

airfields, more particularly if on the day of battle troops would

not be available to defend them? . Is the true question, perhaps,'

not 'Could Crete have been held?' but 'Was it more important to

hold Crete or to hold Egypt'? All tuins on whether the

decision of the Special Conference on the Movements of Forces

to Greece on November b, 1940, that Crete should not be given

a first priority i/Wis, in view of the total situation,

justified or not.

If then, it be admitted that, granted the lack of air

bases, the withdrara.! of our fighters before the German

attack -vms inevitable, then the next question that forces

itself on us is - 'Without fighter support was there any prospect

of holding Maleme'? We vrere, of course, short of anti-aircraft

guns and, though it may not be easy to see how more anti

aircraft guns could have been spared for Crete at that date, yet

/it

G.55,286,
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it is of course possible to maintain the theoretical contention

that had there been better ground defences our troops could

But this vras very definitely not the opinion ofhave held.

(25)
Group Captain Beamish'.

Again, although in practice we had, as has been shovm, no

alternative but to oppose to,the Germans troops whose morale had

already been shaken in the evacuation of Greece, it is possible

to advance the theoretical contention that fresher troops would

It can be pointed out that Eetimo andhave held better.

Heraklion, where the troops were fresh, held, vdiile Maleme

failed. But, again, these ar^ments only have great force if

the enemy was stretched to his utmost and if a little more would

have sufficed to make him give up.

Staff at home though that this was so, but v/as their evidence

It is true that the Chiefs of

satisfactory or were they still under the influence of wrong

Intelligence reports whn.ch caused them to underestimate the

enemy's strength during the attack as they iiad underestimated

it before the attack? Group Captain Beamish again did not

believe that the enemj?' was. stretched to his uttermost limit.

Maleme, The Key

On the answer to the further question again, - If Maleme

fell and could not be re-taken, was there any chance of holding

Crete?' - there is not much dispute. Air Marshal Tedder gave

Yesterday I saw one of our young fellows who had. Just comeit. A.O. C. -in-C.

out from Maleme", he wrote to V.C.A.S. on May 29th.
I

turning point there was v/hen it was found impossible to hang on

The Part I 29A

/ to

(25) For what it may be worth. Max Schmeling, the boxer, who

fought in tiie campaign as a German parachutist, held the

opposite opinion.
Ilf.

Schmeling said the fighting was hard,

but, if• the enemy had had any heavy arms, we could not have

the Berlin Radio reported (Airborne

John Hetherington. Allen and Unwin, p.78.)

beaten them;

Invas ion.

'-J
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to the aerodrome. Up to that point the feeling was quite

confident that the parachutists vrere a busted flush and \yere

being cleaned up quite satisfactorily. The concentrated air

blitz level bombers, dive bombers and Iffi.llOs, appears to have

literally stop_oed all our A.A. fire and to have pushed back our

troops off the positions commanding the aerodrome, and they do

not seem to have been able to recover them during the night when

the Hun did nothing in the air. I think there is no doubt that

it was at least 70% moral and barely 30%, physical,

troop-carriers began to come in one continuous stream and land,

Once the

the tide seems to have turned. There is no doubt the Hun lost

scores of 52s besides many other items but not enough to turn the

scale. Our felloviTS put up some magnificent shows but the losses

were very heavy and in relation to the scale of Hun effort I am

afraid ours was but puny;

support to the troopjs on the ground,

reinforcing tanks (illegally carrying all eight guns and full

ammunition, and fighting) got a big bag of 52s - at a price - but

again I am a.fraid on far too small a scale to be really

probably its main value was a moral

The Hurricanes with the

effective.

The Possibilities of Sea-Borne Invasion

Finally, if we can conclude that if llaleme could have been

held then the airborne invasion of Crete would have failed, that

is, of course, of great interest as a lesson on the limita.tions of

airborne troops, but it would be a great mistake to argue from

that, therefore Crete could necessarily have been held. Y/e mtist

not forget, in debating that larger question, that the Navy had

already decided tlmt its losses were such that it could no longer

operate north of Crete and that, therefore, even had airborne

landings not succeeded, there seems no reason to think that the

Germans could not have captured the island by seaborne landings

/ instead.

G.55,286.
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It v/ould, of coursej be quite beyond the purpose ofinstead.

this narrative to discuss whether there were sufficient

submarines available to have effectively hampered such seaborne

landings, but it does not seem to have been even seriously

suggested by the Admiralty that there should be any such

possibility.

A

•t
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SJMMHI OP AIR ATTACKS ON H.M. SEEPS

Niffiiber Daingge to Ships
H.L.l High level attack
L.L, ̂ Low level attack

(D.B.) Dive ‘boiribing
attack

Aircraft

Casualtiesof

Date Attacks Shot Dovm Dam-

Certain ProhahLe a^d

19th May
20th May
21st May

5 NIL None oheerved

None ohserved1 NIL

Juno sunk. (H.L or L.L.)
Ajax damaged hy near
miss,

Records

incom

plete at
least 26

recorded.

Records

incom

plete at
least 67
(recorded)
many more

took place.
At least.52.

4 2 1

622nd May Greyhound, Gloucester,
Fiji sunlc (D.B.).
Naiad, Carlisle,
Warspite, Kingston
(D.B.)
Valiant (H.L.) damaged

32

1 3323rd May Kelljr, Kashrrdr sunk
(D.B.)
Ilex, iiavock (D.B.)
damaged.

None ohserved

None ohserved
2Ath May
25th Ma3r
26th May

3 NIL

6 NIL

Formidable, Nubian
(D.B.) hit and
damaged,

GlenroT/ damaged (D.S.)
Barham (D.B,)
damia.ged

Ajax and Inperial
daitiaged. Imperial
left to sink

Herevirard (D.B.) hit
and lost.

Orion, Dido, Decoy
daiiiaiged (D.B.)

Nizam slightljr
damaged (D.B.)

Perth (H.L.) Kelvin
(D.B.) daxiiaged.
Napier, Nizoin. (D.B.)
damaged
Calcutta (D.B.) sunk

hit and

13About it-0

3h1*1-H

27th F^y About 2^-0
312

28th May 13

129th May 20

on the two

cruisers:

many more
on screen

1
30th May hr

4131st May 4-

11st June

21+11+20+

s£ Hit by filters of F.A.A.

+  In addition, 2 certailflir* 2 probably shot dovm b;
M.T.B. Flotilla.

Suda Bajr
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APEOBKDIX B

CRETE AIR OPERilTIOWS COVERUTG H.M. SHIPS iiKD CONVOYS (26.5.2^1. - 1.6.41.),
As we had v/ithdrawn our fighters from Crete, fighter-protection  in Cretan v/aters could onlj^ be flovm from ail ̂raft-carriers.

ava.ilable, H.M.S. Eoimidable was under repair at the time of invasion and only became operational on M&y 25th.
to Ma,v 25th no fighter cover was provided

,

carrier

for H.M. Ships.

 The only aircraft
Hence from Majr 20th

Gon^inaed Ov/n and Enem LossesNo. ofAircraft, SquadronDate
ruts'" auid Remarks msomSortiesl/pe

ProbableDestroyed

Defensive patrols over H.M.S. "Formidable"26th May 5Hurricanes

Ble.iiiieims

274
145

tt

Defensive patrol over rI.M.S. "Formidable
1 J.U.88 damaged.
H.M. Ships dainaged 1 JU.88 and probablj'- 2 others.

Blenlieims patrolling over
57327 th' May Hurricanes

Blenheim F, 145
H.M.S.Formidable sustained bTo bomb Mts

forward 'i/hich put her out of action for the
next five montlis. All operations subsequent
to Ma3'- 25th were therefore necessarily'-
confined to the south of Crete, which alone
was in range.

Aircraft of.these squadrons provided defensive
patrols over H.M Ships between Alexandria and

The nuraiBer of Blenheim and IvtajylandCfete.

227428th May Hurricanes

Bleniieims

Idtcylands

Uriknov/n

Unknown

45

sorties made are not avdlable.
2^1-

S.A.A.F.

■'Continuous fighter patrol over H.M.Ships in 3
forces beb^een-Crete and Alexandria and vice
versa. Several engagements and losses inflicted
on enefiiv. Total number of Beaufighter and
Marj'land sorties unlcncp'm.

2 JU.881 Hurricane345Blenheim F,
Mar^.dands

29 th Majr
Uhknovm24

S.A.A.F.

1  1274Hurricanes
iian-lands

Beaufighters
39

Uhkno'wn)272

2 JU.88
1 ilE.llO

2 HE.IllPatrol over H.M. Ships and convoys. Aircraft
engaged and drove off 2 JU.87‘s and 88's
damaging 2 of the latter and inflicting other
casualties. Total sorties unloiovm.

3  )7330 th May hurricanes
hurricanes

Beaufighters
Unknovm,
Unknovm

274
<i

272

/31st May
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Aircraft

5ype

Date Nos. of

Sorties

Soofflaron Confirmed Oi=-.ni ard Eneniy Losses
om EMEMIDuty and Eernarks

Destroyed Proiable

31st May durricanes

Maiylands

1 Continuous protective patrol mainted-ued over H.M. Ships
and M/V’s-.- engaged in evacua.tion of personnel. Enerojr
^successfiLly engaged and casualties inflicted. 1 formation

••"'of 6 aircraft aJLso driven off and forced to jettison bombs.

5 3 JU.88
1 Cautz,

1007

1 JU.88
624

S.A.A.P.

45 & 55

•  -

Blenheims

Beaufighters
Hurricanes

272

274.4 73

1st J\me Hiirridanes

Hurridanes

Hurricanes

Blenheins

Beaufighter£
Mlarylcnds

73 ' 5 Continuous protective patrols over H.M. Ships and convoys
en route frcmi Crete to Eg37pt, Several engagements but none
decisive, ■'-Itliough several aircraft driven ofP and
forced to jettison bombs. Total Beaufighter, Elefbean and
Marjrland sorties unlmo™, but 6 B.eaufighters ,■  7 ivlarylands
and 1 Blenheim took part in protection of H.M. Slips
”Coventrj^", "Calcutta", "Vendetta", "Palk" and A,A. Ships

274 20
10

Unkno\7n
Unkncnm
Unkno\im

272
24

■  ,v
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TABLE OP R.A.P. BOMBING OPEEAIIONS

I

Aerodromes and landing grounds in Greece

RemarksSquadronAircraft

Employed

DateObjecti-^e

High level attack,
7000' 1864 lbs.
bombs. One stick

dropped along north
edge of landing-
ground. Bursts
observed and 4
minutes later

large white explo
sions, Good visi-

bilit3>-. Much light
moders-te accurate

A. A.

1482 Yfellingtons13 MajrKATTiPlNI

Landing Ground

High level bombing
attackJOOO'. 2,500
lbs. bombs. 6 eneimr
aircraft on fire
and others catching
fire. 8 fires in

cluding 1 ver^r
. large one -vhich
was spreading and 3
medium fires.

Excellent and

clear over target.

Yery little flak.

381 WellingtonNight

Maj'’

mPPAIN

Landing.Ground

High level attacks.
Bombs started fires

along N.W. bound
ary/ of aerodrome
which wa.s still

burning 25 minutes
later. Clear

vreacther over target.

Slight flalc from
hills.

148 '2 WellingtonsNight
14^15

MENIDI

Landing Ground
iviay

High level bombing
attacks, 2 air

craft dropped
3,720 lbs. bombs.
1 aircraft

jettisoned his
bombs. Direct
hits on buildings

and hangars. 2
explosions caused
from fires at

northern hangars.
Remainder results
unobserved.

lZ.u83 WellingtonsNight
14/15
Maj,''

MENIDI

Landing Ground
and hangars-

/Aerodrome



RemarksAircraft

Employed
SquadronDATEObjective

.. Eirst . aircraft start

ed large fires N.W.
...corner of aerodrome.

Second aircra,ft if

large exp.losions and
fires betyreen N. end

line of buildings and
most N. point of
aerodrome. 3^^ air

craft one large fire
vicinity;- W, of line
of buildings to of
aerodrome, ifth air
craft one or more of

these buildings set
alight toy/ards S. end
of line. Weather good.

■ lifS ■-3' Wellingtons ■■Night
16/17

Aerodrome

High level bombing
attacks. Mrcraft
dropped 4,500 lbs,
bombs and brought
back one S.B.C. 4 Ih.
incendiary \yhich had
hung up. Bursts seen
on boundary'' of L.G.
spread 5 large fires
which were already-
burning from previous
raid on N, boundary/-
of aerodrome, and
made the fires burn
more fiercely.
Weather good. Eairly
hea-vy^ and light A,A.
accurate.

372 Welling;tohsNight
1^h/15
May

Landing Ground
and hangars.

. I .

I

10,000 lbs. bombs
dropped level bombing
attacks from 8,000 to
2,000 feet. Small
red fires started ■
suggesting burning
oil. 3 hea-vy'- exp)los-
ions.which lit up

s coclcpit at
8,000 feet. No fires
developed from these
explosions. Hazy over
Athens. A.A, fire in
and around iithens
very accurate. 2
further aircraft
failed to locate the
target.

704 WellingtonsNight
18/19

Aerodrome

May'-

/liOLAOI
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RemarksSquadaronAircraft

Emploved
Objective Date

High level attacks
8,000 to 10,000’ lovr
level a-ttacks 3,000’
Z;.,500 lbs, H.E.
2,250 lbs, incendias;'-
bombs. Results un

observed. Yfeather

good. Ko opposition.

MOLAOI

16 May 58pWellingtonsAerodrome

High level attacks
5,000 to 9.000’.
Dive-bombing attacks
9,000’ to 6,000'.
8,270 lbs. H.E.
2,520 lbs, incendiai^r
bombs, it- aircrei’t

dispersed on ground,
2 direct hits on

run?/a3'- and 3 hangars;
and incendiaries

among dispersed air
craft on S.vf, corner
of aerodrome. Petrol

or bomb dump hit.

Large fire seen 80
miles 3M^sy.

DONight
16/17

5 WellingtonsAerodrome

M&y

L. tons of bombs level

attacks 6,000’ to
10,000’. 3 small
fires started on NcS,

boundan/' of aerc;’'

drome and a 4.th on

the E. boundary.

37A WellingtonsNight
16/17
Majr

ARGOS

Landing ground

2,000 lbs. bombs.
High level a.ttack.
Started 2 fires on

target, Remoander
results unstated.

Weather 3/l0 cloud.
No A.A. opposition.

IAS1 'WellingtonNight
18/19

ICEGARA

Landing ground
May

High level attack
5,000' to :t-C00’
5,250 lbs. H.E.
2,250 lbs.
incendiar3>- bombs.
Buildings hit.
Fires observed on

aerodrome.

385 WellingtonsNight
13/19

ELEUSIS

Landing ground
May

/ELEUSIS
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RemarksSquadronAircraft

Employed

Date..Objective

Level attack 9,600'.
1,230 lbs. H.E. 2k0 lbs
incendiai^r bombs.
Bombs fell near fire

alreadjT- burning. Ro
results observed,

Yfeather good very dark.
Very intense heavy A,A.
from 5 batteries, Ro
searchlights.

37OOifO lirs.
G.M.T.

1 Wellington

Night
20/21

ElEUSIS :

Aerodrome

Maj’-

•  i

j

i

Stick bombing, 5,500'.
Bursts observed among

dispersed aircraft.
Yfeather good, but no
nioon made operations
difficult. Heav3-
batter^’- 3 giJ-n S. of
aerodrome on coast.

700015-0100
hrs. O.M.T.

1 Wellington

Night
20/21

Aerodrome

Ivlay1

I

!

Level attacks 8/9,000',
2,500 lbs, H.E. 950
lbs. incendiary bombs.
Impossible to dis
tinguish aerodjrome.
Possible position
assumed from search-

..iights, 1 stick in
vicinity of search-

...lights. Exact result
unobserved. High and
lovf cloud, Vex^r dark.

382 WellingtonsNight
20/21

IvlENlDI

Aerodrome

1,250 lbs. H.E. li£0
lbs, incendiaamr bombs.

, Bombs dropped on or
near aerodrome. Some

small exxjlosions,
and low cloud, very
dark. No opposition.

High

381 WellingtonMOMOI

20/21
Ma^r

Attack from betvreen

6/9000'. 1,600 lbs.
bombs on Topolia. 2
fires started.. Other

bombs seen exploding
but no other results
observed. Weather and

visibilit3r good.
120 m.m. gun firing
at our flares N.Yif.

of target.

lLi31 WellingtonNight
20/21

TOPOLIA

(N. of
Athens)
Aerodrome

May
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Tiffll£ OF E.A.P. BCavEraG OI^IRATIONS

II

Aerodromes and Landing Groionds in -the Dodecanese

RemsnksSquadron,Aircraft

Employed

Date-Objective

Level attacks 6,000-
to 9,000'. 3,500 lbs.
H.E. bombs, §60 lbs.
incendiary’- bombs.
Bombs straddled run-

vTay'-s and fell near
buildings betvreen
hangars aid runv/ay.
Further bombs fell S.

of main hangars.
Incendiaries started

small fires. A,A.

inaccurate. Weather

good, no cloud but
slight haze,

250 lb. and kbO lbs. incendiary^ bombs
..Results unobserved.

373 WellingtonsIviARITZA Night
12/13Aerodrome

May

N.B. 1 Yfellington dropped 1
on Calato aerodrome before reaching. Mai’itza.

jCu

it- eneny aircraft
darrnged - also repair
shops and offices, 2
M.T. dama-ged and app-
roxiinai-tely 25 drums of
petrol, naptha and
oil destroj/ed.

9
2 WellingtonsNight -

16/17
A.ero drome

May

2,230 lbs, H.E. bombs.
Di-ve-bombing 7/5,000' .
feet. 2if0 lbs.

incendiary' bombs fell
on S.E, corner L.G,
7 small fires lasting
20 minutes. 'Weather

good. Hea-vy more
intense than light
A, A.

371 Wellington18 AfeyrCALATOS

Landing ground

L,000 lbs. bombs.
Both aircraft platced
bombs on aerodrome.
Bursts observed. No

results observed. No
aircraft seen, 3

heayyr A. A. guns in-
accura-te.

257

'Wing.
2 YfellingtonsNight

25/26
SCARPANTO

Aerodrome

May

Bombing atta.ck
started one smell fire

light and hea-vy A.A,
fire, liazj.

2574 WellingtonsNight
27/28

Aerodrome
Yfing,

May?-

/Aerodrorae
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RemajrksSqu0,dronAirci'-e.ft

Eroployed
Date■  OBJECTIVE

ik

6 sticks across

Efialti aerodrome,

causing one red fire
which exploded and
turned white s and one
“big explosion which
t’nrew flanges to 600
feet. Yfeather good.
A.A. heavy, accurate.

702 Wellingtons
6 YYeilingtdhs:

Night
28/29

Aerodrome
■1A8 - ■

■May

Bombing attack on
Efinlti aerodrome.
Two :Cires started.

3ii-81 Wellington -
2 Vfellingtons
3 Wellingtons
1 Tfcllington
crashed on
target.

Night
29/30

Aerodrome
70
37fvlay

Bombing attaek on
■ Tattavia prodrome.
Results unobserved.

702. YYellingtonsNight
29/30

RHODES
Aerodrome

May

•  I

A ■' ••
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APPEMDIX C

TABLE OP R.A.P. BafflniG OPERATIONS

III

Aercxiromes, landing Grounds and Enemy Positions in Crete

RemarksAircraft Squadron
Employed

CasualtiesDateObjective
Enemy Ovm

24. Sqdn.
.A.P.

Results ixnobserved.5 Marylands Bombs fell among aircraft.
A.A. S.A. fire. Cloudy,

23 I£ayIIALEiviE

Aircraft on

aerodrome

High level attack 6,000’. Bombs fell among
aircraft, but full results unobserved. Machine
gun attack also made. Yfeather hazy, cloudy.
S.A..fire only from Maleme.

10 destroyed45 1 missing '150 Ju.52's
on L.G.

23 May ? Blenheims

Results unobserved23 May 12 Blenheims 9
Enemy
positions

38 1 firedAircraft 1. Bombs fell on beach bet\7een

Spillanos river and Theodro island. No results.
Aircraft 2. Bombed aerodrome. One large

aircraft fired, blaze spread. Visible at 40
miles on return'journey.
Aircraft 3. Failed to locate target.
Aircraft 4. 1 boirib. on coast. Remainder on

eather 4/IOaerodrome. Results’unobserved,
r;r

023 hours

G.M.T.

4 Wellingtons

Night
23/24

Aerodrome

and beaches

J£ay

cloud. A.A. 1 burst only.

3 overdue

12 persomel
Level attacks 10,000'. 3,980 lbs. H.E. 240 lbs.
incendiary bombs. Bombs fell along beach
betTf/een Pirgop, Silanero and point south of
Theodoro island. 1 small and 4 large fire3
started,
sleet. No apposition.

Clear until midnight, then rain and

2338 and
0005 hours
G.M.T.

5 Y/ellingtons

37Night
23/24

Beaches and

aerodrome

Jlay

/Landing Ground.
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CASUALTIESRemarksSquadton/lirci-aft
Employed ■

DateObjective
Engny am

High level attacks 14,000-16,000 feet. Bombs
among’aircraft. 5 fires started, . jieather ’fine
and -..dndy. No opposition. '

12458 Blenheims25 MayLanding Ground

1 missing3 damagedLo\i' cloud.Level attack 4,000'.24 Sqdn.
S .A..A.P,.

4 Marylands25 iiayAerodrome

1 crashed

'  ■ bn landing
5 destroyed
5 in flames

553 Blenheims25 ifeyBomber air
craft on
Landing Ground

1 slightly
damaged by
high ex
plosive and
splinters.

Level attack 1,500', 5,560 IbS. bombs. All
Photo's confirm

Staall and medium

126 Blenlaeims 1425 Mayircraft i
Landing Ground
1\.

... bombs in target area,
destruction. Weather fine,
calibre, accurate,-not-..very intense.

3 missingLevel attack from 7,000’. . .Bombs fell among
aircraft and across landing ground. Weather
fair, . A-.A^ nil. ^ '

1236 ho\zrs
G.M.T.-
3 Blenheims

5525 MayMMM'SE
Landing Grotxnd

Results. unlcnoY/nU3 Blenheims25 MayAircraft on
aerodrome and
beach.

Level attacks from.,7/10,.000'. . . 1 aircraft . .
bombed. Position of aerodrome v.n.s indicated'

-  by road jvmction. A.orodrbme not visible.
■  Results \anobserved-. 2 aircraft bombed beach

.. .. -N,. of aerodrome. Burst observed but.no
results seen. 1 aircraft bombed fire re
ported by other crexis as in vicinity Caneatann.
Other 4 aircraft f^led to find target,
Weather 3/10 to 7/l0 cloud. Wo
opposition.

257 .
Wing

Wight
25/26

-Aerodrome

May

.. - /Aerodrome



) () ♦
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CASUALTIESRemark^.SquadronAircrai*-!

EnTployed

LateUbjactive
Eneny Chm

. / t

3 missingResults unobserved■ A53 BlenheimsAerodrome

Bomb load not stated,Level attack 10,000'.
10 fires started and 11 e3<plosions observed,

i\ll bombs fell inincluding A large ones,

1506 hours
G.M.T.,

A Bleifheims

5526 MayAircraft on

Landing Ground

target area. Leather fain,
fire from Suda Bay.

Light Ai.A.

Pull results unobserved. Several aircraft on

fire,

3 damaged2A Sqdn.
S .xL.,ta..F .

26 May A MarylandsAircraft on

aerodrome

Spikes dropped. WeatherNo observed results,

fair A,i\. ver;'- heavy and accurate.
55C23O hours

G.M.T.
2 Blenheims

Landing Ground Night
26/27
May

10,500 lbs. boms. Level bombing attack from
A,500’. Bombs dropped on aerodrome causing
small e3^1osions -vhich'. clianged into fires.
One crev x'eported at least AO aircraft.dis
persed at mouth of river Tavroniitis. 'over. ,
’.vhich a pontoon bridge \vb.s seen AOO yards in
land from sea, R'eather gusty. Visibility

good, ; :

6 Wellingtons
1 Wellington

1A8Night
26/27

Aerodrome

70

May
.5 probably
destroyed

1 pilot

hurt by re
ported back-
fining.

Bombs burst among aircrnft niany destroyed. 7,-

fires, A explosions.
257A WellingtonsNight

27/28
100 aircraft

on beach Wing

May

2 missingMany enemy aircraft destroyed.Bombing attack.
1 aircraft returned T/ith engine trouble.

14■  3 BlerlieimsNight

27/28
100 aircraft

on Landing
Ground

(
May

/Landing Ground
> •.
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Cj^SU/uLTIESRemarksAircraft

Employed
SquadronDateObjective

Enemy Ovtn

Level a,ttack 9,000'. Bombs fell on dispersed
aircraft along lenght of E, to W. rauryay,
starting 1+ fires. Weather fair.

551505 hours
G.M.T.
2 Blenheims

28 klayLanding Ground

Bombing atta.ck. Results unobserved.372 WellingtonsNight
29/30

/ierodrome and
Beaches

Hay

3 fired6,750 lbs. H.E. 800 lbs. incendi£iry bombs.
Bombs fell mainly in district south of aero
drome uathout results except for 2 fires v/ith
explosions at Vlaldieronitissa. 1 stick in
aerodrome set fire to 3 aircraft and started

another fire., Weather clear over target.

No opposition.

3822A5-0001 -

hours.

4 Wellingtons

Night
30/31

Aerodrome

May

4 destroyed,
certainly,
probably 5

High level bombing, 1,000' to 10,000'. 4
fires at Maleme. 'Weather clear .and cloudless.

Opposition - 1 ineffective M.G.

375 WellingtonsNight
31 May/
1 June

Landing Ground

6 Ju.52's

damaged.
8,250 lbs. bombs. High and Iot; level ground
■straffing also. First stick of bombs
straddled end of rurrpay. 12 small yellow
fires. 6 large wliite explosions occurred in
area nhere bombs fell. No further details.
Attacks from '8,000 'to *2,500’. 6OO lbs. bcEfcs
on target area. Thick .groimd haze obscured
results of bombing. One good fire started.
Breda type tracer accurate.

6 Wellingtons 148Night
30/31

HER.TKLI0N
Aerodrome

May

704' Wellingtons

. -«•

Full details not received.4 Wellingtons 9Night
24/25

CRETE

Enemy positions
May /^bumniafy



Aerodromes and Landing Grounds in Greece

No, of Raids
Medium

No, of

Heavy

21Kattarinie

Hippain
Menidi

Hassain

Molaoi

Argos
Eleusis

Megara

Topolia

11
11

6 ■2

93
1

73
11
11

h217

Aerodromes and Landing Grounds in Dodecanese

52Maritza

Calatos

Scarpanto
Rhodes

11
20if
21
288

Aerodromes, Landing Gromids and Enemy Positions
in Crete

62+3523Mai erne

Heraklion 243
62+49

62+11951Sum Total
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/ AHPENDIX D

Fighter engagements and Ground attacks in Crete and G-reece

Date Place Force -  Squadron Remarks C^ISUALTIES

OvTn Enemy

5 May HERiiKLIOW 1 G-ladiatcar 112 1 S.79 intercepted -whilst on reconnaissance.
Combat indecisive.

' HEa'JCLION13 May 1 Gladiator 4- Ju.88’s and 1 Me,110 intercepted, and
formtion broken up as -enemy were about to
attack a convoy. Combat indecisive.

112

14 May HEEAKLION ? Gladiators 9
20 Me.'s machine gojinning aerodrome were
intercepted by Gladiators.

3 shot dcwn

1 o-fcher

seriously
damaged,

l6 May HEa'iKLION 2 H-urricanes

3 Gladiators

9 30 Me,lie's intercepted -ihile ground '
straifing aerodrome.

1 Hurricane

shot down.

Pilot safe.

5 iiay ■ SUDA BAI ? Hurricanes 9 1 enemy aircraft intercepted on reconnaissance.
Combat indecisive.

11 May SUDA BAY ? Hurricanes 9 1 enemy airci'aft intercepted.- Comba.t in-
decisive,

5 May CRETE Hra-ricanes 33 30 Me.l09's attacking ISaleme -were
intercepted.

1 shot dawn.

Pilot killed.
2 destroyed
1 more

probably

16 May i HurricaneCRETE 9 Hurricane returning from reconnaissance.

Engaged and shot do.vn 1 Ju. 52 and probably
destroyed a Ju.87.

1 certainly
destroyed
and pro
bably an
other .

/ik Miy



(

X

CASUiiLTlEURemar IcsquadronRorcePlace b
Date EnenQTChm

1 Me.109
and 1

Me,110 des

troyed.
1 Me. 109

damaged

2 Hixrricanes,
' 1 pilot safe.

1 Gladiator

shot doiTn

daviaged, and
1 force

lande'd . '

20-i-O Me.l09"^s^ ahd’^Me.llG-'-s intercepted;,. .
in attack on aerodrome.

9
5 Ilirricanes
2-P.A.A. _ .

GLADL'LTOES

MALEl/E.14-

3 Me.109's
and 1 Ju£7
shot do7/n,

1 Me.109

probably
doT.7n 2

destroyed
by A.A.

2 shot dovm.

Pilots killed.
Hurricanes undertakiaig stand-by intercepted
enemy aircraft. ^ - -

80? Hurribanesl6‘ May M/di£ME ■

1 probably1 probably9 Me.l09’s’ machine-gunning Maleme aerodrome
intercepted. Huri'icane subsequently

attacked by several other He.109's
believed rids sing, shot do.7n. ' ■ ' . .

?1 Hurricane .MALRME18' Iday
,  ’vere

1 iiiissing '
1 dams-ged

20 Ju.88’s and Me.110‘s intercepted.
?£achine-punned aircraft landing troops._

Tr'oop-carrying Ju,523 machine-gunned at
Maleme landing ground. A destroyed r/hilst
disembarking troops. - -

- 736 Hurricanes-MAT.’WR23 .I&iy

A
2 Beaufigliters 9

MiLSME23 May

1
Straffing aircraft on aerodrome. Poor
visibility. ResiiLts unobserved. 1 Ju.8S shot
down oyer Suda Bay,

27A ■3 HurricanesMAliEIViB25 May

/25 I.iay
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casualties'RemarksSquadronForcePlaceDate EnemyC>.ni

1 missingPoor Vicibility, and aircraft unable to
■  locate aircraft at Maleme, Tviiich vas target
for ground straffing.

1 (f) Blenheim
2 Hurricanes

7WiLHblE25 May
27^

1 Me.109
and 5
Ju.52's
shot doTm +

others, 3
damaged,

■  1 missingAerodrome ground—straffing and offensive
patrol.

27M8 li-urricanesMALEiiE26 iiay

1 certain.

1 possible.
Intercepted and destroyed 1 Ju,88.
hit the sea.

2 others
1 (P) Blenheim
1+3 Squadron

KALEME27 May

1 missingInterception of aircraft landing at laaleme27^2 HurricanesMALEME27 May
1 shot
dCTrtTl.

On reconnaissance engaged 1 Ju.52 shooting it
dovn in sea^ . .

391 MarylandAEGEiiH'SEA

2 missingHeraklion enemy positions macliine-gunned and
offensive patrol over Conea. _

735 Hun'icanesHEILJCLION21+ Mlay

L damaged
1 missing

flying Machine-Gun attacks at daun on
aerodromes at Hassani, Argos and Molaoi. 2
fighters machine-gunned 20 Ju,52's,
20 Me.109's, an^ ^ Hs.l26 at Hassani, 3 others
attacked Me.l09’s, Me.llO's and Ju,52's oh S.
and E. sides of iirgos aerodrome, uhere 2 fires
rrere starrted among aircraft and M.T, Park f.ras
also machine-gunned. 3 fighters machine-gunned
groups of fighters and bombsers ba<Uy dispersed
in 1+ corners of aerodrome at Molaoi. "to

Lo-

u

■?8 BeaufightersGreece17 May
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APEEM)IX D

Fighter engagements and Groiind attacks in Crete and Greece

Date Place Force Squadron Remarks C/iSUALTIES

OvTn Enemy

5 May HEaiKLION . 1 Gladiator 112 1 S,79 intercepted Vnhilst on reconnaissance.
Combat indecisive.

15 May 1 Gladiator 112 4 Ju.SS’s and 1 Me,110 intercepted, and
formation broken up as enemy were about to
attack a convoy. Combat indecisive.

May HERAKLIOW ? Gladiators 9

20 Me.' s machine gunning aerodrome were
intercepted by Gla..diators.

3 shot down
1 other

seriously
damaged.

l6 May HER/iKLION 2 Hiirricanes

3 Gladiators

9

30 Me,110's intercepted lihile ground
straffing aerodrome.

1 Hurricane

shot dovm.

Pilot safe.

5 May SUDA BAY ? Hurricanes 9

1 enemy aircraYt intercq>ted on reconnaissance.
Combat indecisive.

11 May SUDA BAY ? Hurricanes 9
1 enemy aircraft intercepted. Combat in-
decisive,

5 May CRETE Hurricanes 33 30 Me.l09’s attacking Maleme were
intercepted.

1 shot dawn.

Pilot killed.
2 destroyed
1 more

probably

16 Islay CRETE 1 Hurricane ? Hurricane returning from reconnaissance.
Engaged and shot dorm 1 Ju. 52 and probably
destroyed a Ju.87.

1 certainly
destroyed
and pro
bably an
other ,



y

( A,

■ ^

'GiSTKLTIES-
3(^adron Eem^ksPcsTcePlaceDate

EnemyOvsn ■■ - ‘ ■

1 Me.10^ ■
and 1

Me,110 des

troyed.
1 Me.109

damaged

■  2 Hurricanes,
1 pilot safe.
1 Gladiator

shot' down

dainaged, and
1 force

landed.

20-4-0 Me.mg's.,and-Me. 110!-s-intercepted,
in attack on aerodrome.

93 H-urricanes
2P.A.A.

GLilDIATOES

MAIEME14- May

3 Me.lOg's
and 1 JuB7
shot dorm.

1 Me.109

probably
do'^m 2

destroyed
by A,A.

Hurricanes undeidaking stand-by intercepted
enemy aircraft. ■

2 shot doY,n,

' Pilots killed.
80? Hurricanesl6' llay

1

1 probably1 probably9 Me.lOg’s machine-gunning Maleme aerodrome
uere intex-cepted. H'urricane subsequently
attacked by .several. .cther-Me.109 ' s- and ■ -  ■

■

believed missinp;, shot dg-rn.

20..Ju..8B.'.s...ajrid.:iie.,llQ'.s, .int,ercfipt.ed,-
Machine-gunned aircraft landing troops.

l.liMiBIvE
91 Hurricane

--!■ mis-sing
1 damaged

6 Hurricanes .  -73MAIiEME23 May

4-Troop-carrying Ju.523 machine-gunned at
kIaleme^.^landing-.grDund.. . 4-. .dastrcyed-Y^hilst
di sembarking troops.

2 Beaufighters 9JiiiLEME23. May

1Poor■Straffing aircraft' oh aerodrome.
Results rmobserved. 1 Ju,88 shotvisibility,

274- •3 HurricanesMAIEME25 May

down over Suda Bay.

/25 ifey
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CiSuilLTI&SRemarksSquadronForcePlaceDate
0.m Enemy

1 missingPoor Vicibility, and aircraft unable to
locate aircraft at Maleme, u'hich "v^us target
for ground straffing.

1 (P) Blenheim
2 Hurricanes

25 May-
27^

1 missing 1 Me.109
and 5

Ju.52’s
shot doun +

others, 3

damged,

Aerodrome ground-straffing and offensive
patrol.

271f8 HurricanesMiHEME26 May

Intercepted and destroyed 1 Ju.88.
hit the sea.

1 certain.

1 possible.

2 others1 (P) Blenheim
A3 Squadron

MAIEME27 May

1 missingInterception of aircraft landing at laaleme27A2 HurricanesMAIEME27 May ■

On reconnaissance engaged 1 Ju.52 shooting it
doun in sea^

1 shot

da\vn.
39 .I JAarylandAEGEAN SEA21 May

Heraklion enemy positions machine-gunned and
offensive patrol over Canea.

2 massing735 iiurricanesHEUdlLIOW2A ¥iD.y

A damaged
1 missing

Lou flying Machine-Gun attacks at da-vm on
aerodromes at Hassani, Argos and Molaoi. 2
fighters riachine*-g\xnned 20 Ju.52's,
20 Me.l09's, and A Hs.l26 3-t Hassani, 3 others
attacked Me.l09‘s, Me.110‘s and Ju.52‘s on S.
and E. sides of irgos aerodrome, uhere 2 fires

started .among aircraft and M.T. Park uaswere

8 Beaufighters 7Greece17 May

also machine-gunned. 3 fi^iters machine-gunned
groups of fighters and bombsers badly dispersed
in A corners of aerodrome at Molaoi. 0v’»ing to
soeed df
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I'FPmDIS. E

E.A.P. AIRCRz^T CASUi'JLTIES CRETE.:

Daily
Total

Uo.aixl Sjiaclron:

Type

Losses due Daily
to other Total’

causes

No. and Sq'uadron
Type

Destroyed
on ground

by enemy
action

Daily
Total

Destrojred in
combat mth'

enemy

: Daily total
' 'Battle

Casualties

SquadronNo. and

Type.

Date

all

cau^

4-h-Shot doun,
Crete

72 Hurricanes14 tiay

Ms sing
between

Crete and

JSZEls

2 291
15 May

Blenheim

1

Gladiator

Shot db'i7n"J
Crete

Missing,
Crete )

16 May
91 Hurricane

22

91 H-urricane

11Missing,
Greece“

2521 Beaufi^iter17 May

TDestroyed 2
Ms sing,
Crete

1 1. ■

Hurricane
3318 May 1 Hurricane .

33

45 Missing,
Crete

Mssing,
Crete

1 Bleriaetn23 May
51De stroyed

by MeJC9's
7314

Hurricane733 Hurricanes'

37 Missizig
Crete

Shot dovm

Maleme

3 Wellingtons24 May

41 Hurricane

Missi^ )j
Crete

itissing
Crete

Missing
Crete

2743 Hurricanes25 May

7714^ •"3 Blenheims

141 Glenn Martin
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Date No. and

Type
Sqdn. Destroyed in

combat mth

eneny

Daily total
Battle

Casualties

, No,..and-

Type
Sqdn, Destroyed

on ground

by eneny
action

Daily
Total

No, and

Type
Sqdn. Losses

due to

other

causes

Daily
Total

Daily
Total

all

jauses

26 Liay Missing,)
Crete

Missing
Crete

3 Blenheims -  - 45

63 Hurricanes 21k 1 Blenheim 4-5 Crashed

taking'..
off.

1 7

: %

ili-ssing )
Crete ) •

Itlssing
Crete

27 May 2 Blenheiras 14

2 Blenheiras 5.3 4 4i

[

IN,; THE AIR '  cfmm cAusiS' “'ON THE CROUI'ID TOTALS BY TYPES ■.
MediimHeavy

Boiiber
Fighter Total MediumHeavy'

Boraber
Fighter Total Hea.vy

BcEtber
Medium
Bomb-er

Fighter Total Heavy
Bomber

Medium
Bomber

Ni^ter' Total
Bomber Bomber

12-3 18 33 2  i. 2 1 3  • 3 14 3821

'-i'

i






